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Abstract
The scattering of electromagnetic signals by an object in uniform translational
motion may be computed with the frame-hopping method. Frame hopping uses
results from the special theory of relativity and has four steps: (i) define the electric
and magnetic fields of the incident signal in the laboratory reference frame K 0 ,
(ii) express the electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal in the object’s
co-moving reference frame K using a Lorentz transformation, (iii) compute the
electric and magnetic fields of the scattered signals in K, and (iv) express the fields
of the scattered signals in K 0 using another Lorentz transformation. Relativistic
effects must be considered when the object moves at an appreciable fraction of the
speed of light in free space c.
Because the fields of the scattered signals are computed in the object’s rest frame
in Step (iii), any analytical or numerical method for computing signals scattered by
stationary objects may be used. The rest values of the object’s relative permittivity
and permeability must be used in Step (iii). Signals scattered by homogeneous
and concentrically layered spheres may be computed using the Lorenz–Mie series
solution. For objects which do not have analytical solutions–such as disks, rods, and
more complex objects like spacecraft–numerical techniques must be used. The finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method is particularly suitable for computation
of time-domain scattered signals. FDTD requires only one simulation to compute
the scattered signals, unlike frequency-domain methods which require a separate
computation for each frequency component of the incident signal.
In contrast to time-harmonic plane waves, which have infinite duration, pulsed
plane waves have limited duration and finite energy density. Thus, total energy
scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections with units of
area may be defined as the ratio of the total energy scattered, absorbed, and
removed from the incident signal by a scattering object to the energy density of
the incident signal. The energy extinction and energy absorption cross sections
are Lorentz invariant, but the total energy scattering cross section is not. The
forward-scattering theorem therefore applies only to objects at rest.
iii

Electromagnetic signals scattered by a uniformly translating object at relativistic
speeds depend in general on the object’s size, shape, orientation, composition, and
velocity, as well as on the incident signal. The duration of scattered signals may be
much longer than the duration of the incident signal. The incident signal imparts
energy to the object, which the object may then slowly radiate over a period of
time. The energy extinction cross section of an object may be greatly increased
(decreased) if the Doppler effect moves the spectrum of the incident signal toward
(away from) localized surface plasmon or localized surface phonons in K. In general,
the total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections
in K 0 go to zero when the object recedes directly from the source of the incident
signal at speeds approaching c. Conversely, the energy cross sections become large
when the object advances directly toward the source of the incident signal at speeds
approaching c. When the object recedes from (advances toward) the source of the
incident signal at speeds approaching c, the object becomes electrically small (large)
in K.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
Albert Einstein computed electromagnetic planewave scattering by an infinitely
wide, perfectly reflecting, moving mirror in his 1905 paper that introduced the
special theory of relativity [1]. In that paper, he derived a new law of reflection,
which differed from the standard law of reflection for stationary mirrors. The angle
of reflection from a stationary mirror equals the angle of incidence. However, the
angle of reflection from a moving mirror depends on the angle of incidence and on
the mirror’s velocity. For a moving mirror, the angle of reflection and the angle of
incidence are not equal in general.
As with the infinitely wide mirror, scattering by any other object depends on
the object’s velocity. In this dissertation, I continue the line of research started by
Einstein and investigate time-domain scattering by moving objects. The objectives
of the research reported in this dissertation are to
1. Formulate and compute signals scattered by uniformly translating objects to
determine the effects of velocity, composition, size, shape, and orientation on
the scattered signals.
2. Define and compute total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy
extinction cross sections of uniformly translating objects.
Usually, relativistic effects may be ignored for speeds that are small compared
to the speed of light c. Frequently, 0.1c is used as the speed at which relativistic
effects become significant. Although objects in our every day experience travel
much slower than 0.1c, humanity may develop objects that travel that quickly in
the future.
1

Great advances in rocketry were made in the twentieth century. Only 35 years
separated Goddard’s first liquid-fueled rocket launch in 1926 from the first manned
spaceflight in 1961 [2]. Since then, five spacecraft–Pioneer 10, Pioneer 11, Voyager
2, Voyager 1, and New Horizons–have been launched that have left or will leave
the solar system [3], the most recent being the New Horizons mission to Pluto and
the Kuiper Belt [4]. New Horizons left the earth with a heliocentric velocity of
approximately 45 km/s and will leave the solar system with a heliocentric velocity
of 12.5 km s−1 [5].
A spacecraft traveling at the speed of New Horizons would take over 100,000
years to reach Proxima Centauri (Alpha Centauri C), the closest star to our solar
system. Any interstellar spacecraft would need to travel at a significant fraction
of the speed of light, c, if it is to make the roughly four-light-year journey to the
nearest star within a human lifespan. Over the upcoming centuries, technology may
advance to allow humans to build objects such as interstellar probes that travel at
relativistic speeds [6]. Radar tracking of such spacecraft will require understanding
of electromagnetic pulse scattering by relativistically moving objects. One proposed
type of interstellar spacecraft is a laser-driven sail. To design this type of craft,
accurate computation of electromagnetic scattering by a relativistically moving
object will be necessary. Proposed Bussard ramjets would use interstellar dust as
fuel to accelerate spacecraft to relativistic speeds [7]. On earth, lasers have already
been used to accelerate fuel pellets for fusion reactors to speeds around 300 km s−1
(0.001c) [8], and higher speeds may be obtained in the future.
There are also several astronomical objects, including relativistic jets, that travel
at an appreciable fraction of the speed of light [9]. Dust particles with sizes around
50 nm may also be accelerated to large fractions of the speed of light [10].
In order to track and study both manmade and natural objects, it will be
necessary to understand the way in which they scatter light. The non-relativistic
Doppler effect applies to electromagnetic scattering by objects moving at speeds
much less than the speed of light. However, relativistic effects are not negligible
when an object moves at an appreciable fraction of the speed of light.
The electromagnetic signals scattered by an object traveling at relativistic
speeds may differ appreciably from those scattered when the object is at rest. The
scattered signals depend on the magnitude and direction of the object’s velocity,
as well as on its shape, size, orientation, and composition. In this dissertation, I
2

have formulated and computed signals scattered by objects in uniform translational
motion at relativistic speeds using the frame-hopping method. This method has
four steps:
(i) Define the electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal the laboratory
intertial reference frame K 0 .
(ii) Transform the fields of the incident signal into the object’s co-moving intertial
reference frame K using a Lorentz transformation.
(iii) Compute the fields of the scattered signal in K.
(iv) Transform the fields of the scattered signal back to K 0 using another Lorentz
transformation.
A key benefit of the frame-hopping method is that the fields of the scattered
signal are computed in the object’s rest frame. This allows the scattered signals to
be found with any available analytical or numerical technique for computation of
scattering by stationary objects. Because the object is stationary in K, its shape,
size, and orientation at rest must be used. The frame-hopping method thereby
avoids difficulties that would be introduced by moving boundary conditions and
the Lorentz contraction. Furthermore, the object’s rest values of permittivity and
permeability must be used in the solution for the scattered signals in K.
After first developing the analytical framework necessary to compute signals
scattered by and energy cross sections of objects in uniform translational motion,
I examined scattering by four classes of objects: homogeneous spheres, rods and
disks, a model spacecraft, and concentrically layered spheres.
Chapter 3 presents signals backscattered by uniformly translating, homogeneous
spheres made of silicon carbide (SiC). The relationship between the sphere’s velocity
and the backscattered signal for SiC spheres with 2-, 20-, and 40-µm diameters
is numerically explored. The backscattered signals were computed using the
Lorenz–Mie series solution [11, Chapter 4] in K. Backscattered signals from the 20µm-diameter SiC sphere were also computed using the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) [12] method. A favorable comparison between the Lorenz–Mie and the
FDTD results served to build confidence in the accuracy of both methods. Chapter
3 also presents total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction
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cross sections of nanoscale spheres as functions of diameter and velocity for four
materials, silver, gold, aluminum, and SiC.
In order to examine the effect of an object’s orientation on its scattering, Chapter
4 presents scattered signals and total energy scattering cross sections of uniformly
translating SiC rods and disks. Computations of the scattered signals in K were
made using the FDTD.
In Chapter 5, I present scattered signals from a uniformly translating model
spacecraft. This chapter demonstrates that the frame-hopping method may be used
to compute scattering by highly complex objects, as long as there is an analytical or
numerical solution technique available to compute the scattered signals in K. The
results for the uniformly translating spacecraft also show the effect of orientation on
the backscattered signals for an object that has its orientation is described by two
vectors, unlike the rod and disk that have their orientations described completely
by a single vector in K.
Total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction of concentrically layered spheres in uniform translational motion are presented in Chapter 6.
Concentrically layered spheres are simple examples of inhomogeneous objects. In
Chapter 6, I examine how the energy cross sections of these objects change with
velocity as the Doppler effect shifts the spectrum of the incident signal toward or
away from resonances in K.

1.1 Prior Work
Most prior research into electromagnetic scattering by relativistically moving objects
considered only scattering of time-harmonic plane waves. Einstein used frame
hopping to compute the fields scattered by an infinitely wide mirror with infinite
electrical conductivity in the 1905 paper wherein he introduced the special theory of
relativity [1]. An English translation of Einstein’s paper may be found in the book
The Principle of Relativity [13]. Following Einstein’s work, other researchers used
the frame-hopping method to investigate time-harmonic planewave scattering by
simple objects in uniform translational motion. Yeh computed the fields reflected
from and transmitted into a uniformly translating dielectric half space in 1965 [14].
He considered only the special cases where the velocity is normal to the interface
and where the velocity is parallel to the interface but normal to the direction of
4

the incident electric field. Lee and Mittra investigated planewave scattering by
a uniformly translating, infinitely conducting, circular cylinder [15]. Their work
was limited to the velocity being normal to the cylinder’s axis and the incident
electric field being parallel to the cylinder’s axis. In 1969, Noble and Ross considered
planewave scattering by uniformly translating, infinitely wide dielectric slabs [16,17].
Lang computed scattering by uniformly translating impedance wedges in 1971 [18].
LeVine generalized the solution for planewave scattering by circular cylinders to
arbitrary direction of uniform motion, angle of incidence, and incident electric field
direction in 1973 [19].
Time-harmonic planewave scattering by uniformly translating spheres was investigated by several authors. In 1968, Shiozawa presented expressions for the fields
scattered by uniformly translating electrically small metalic, dielectric, and plasma
spheres [20], and Restrick considered scattering by infinitely conducting spheres of
arbitrary size in the same year [21]. In 1991, Lakhtakia, Varadan, and Varadan
computed the scattering response of a uniformly translating, electrically small
sphere made of a chiral material [22]. Also in 1991, Lakhtakia investigated scattering by a uniformly translating, electrically small sphere composed of bianisotropic
material [23].
The body of prior work is limited in that it considers only time-harmonic
scattering and contains computations only for objects that are bounded by constantcoordinate surfaces. Michielsen et al. did propose using frame hopping to compute
time-domain signals scattered by arbitrarily shaped objects [24]. However, they
did not implement the method. Their work presents only time-harmonic planewave
scattering by a small particle. Previous research also did not consider materials
with dispersive constitutive parameters. Because of the Doppler shift between
K 0 and K, it is crucial to consider the dispersive constitutive parameters of real
materials when computing scattering by objects moving at relativistic speeds.
Another class of work uses the Minkowski constitutive relations to compute
electromagnetic scattering by uniformly moving objects [25]. These relations
provide bianisotropic constitutive parameters in K 0 for a material that is classified
as isotropic dielectric-magnetic in K [26, Eqs. (8.14-16)]. However, the Minkowski
constitutive relations are inherently non-causal, as they assume that the permittivity
and permeability of the medium are nondispersive, which violates the KramersKrönig relations [27].
5

1.2 Contribution of This Dissertation
In this dissertation, I compute electromagnetic signals scattered by uniformly translating objects. The incident signals are uniform plane waves which are amplitudemodulated by arbitrary, time-limited signals rather than time-harmonic plane waves
which are eternally existing. In contrast to much of the previously published work,
the objects are not restricted to be electrically small. This is crucial when computing scattering by moving objects, because an object that is electrically small when
at rest in K 0 is electrically large in K when it advances toward the source of the
incident signal with sufficient speed. For most of the computations, I used measured,
frequency-dependent constitutive parameters of real materials. Although materials
may be approximated as nondispersive over a sufficiently narrow frequency range,
all real materials are dispersive. If an object moves with a sufficiently large speed,
the Doppler effect will shift the spectral content of the incident signal out of the
frequency range where the material may be approximated as nondispersive.
I used the Lorenz–Mie series solution in K to compute signals scattered by
homogeneous and concentrically layered spheres. Numerical methods must be
used to compute signals scattered by other objects for which analytical solutions
to planewave scattering do not exist. I computed scattered signals from other
objects such as rods, disks, and a model spacecraft using XFdtd [28], a commercial
implementation of the FDTD method [12].
I also defined and computed total energy scattering, energy absorption, and
energy extinction cross sections of uniformly translating objects and presented the
relation between each of these cross sections in the laboratory and the co-moving
frames. I examine how movement at relativistic speeds affects each of the three
energy cross sections.

1.3 Layout of Dissertation
In Chapter 2, I develop the theory used throughout the rest of the dissertation
to compute the electromagnetic fields of the scattered signals in the time domain.
Chapter 2 also presents definitions of total energy scattering, energy absorption, and
energy extinction cross sections and describes the methods used to compute them.
Chapters 3–6 present computational results for specific objects. Scattered signals
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and energy cross sections of uniformly moving, homogeneous spheres made of a
dispersive material are shown in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents computations of the
backscattered signals and total energy scattering cross sections of uniformly moving
disks and rods. Chapter 5 shows backscattered signals from a model spacecraft
based loosely on the USS Enterprise from the Star Trek television series [29].
Energy cross sections of concentrically layered spheres are presented in Chapter 6.
Finally, Chapter 7 contains concluding remarks and suggestions for further work.
Appendix A shows the MATLAB code that I wrote to compute scattered signals
and energy cross sections of uniformly translating spheres. Appendix B presents
two derivations of the backscattered signal from a classical electron. One derivation
used direct computation in K 0 , and the other used the frame-hopping method.
Appendix C presents the scattering pattern of a uniformly moving, electrically
small metal sphere.

1.4 Notation
Throughout this dissertation, vectors are denoted with boldface, unit vectors are
annotated with carets, and dyadics are denoted with double underbars. Script
symbols are used to indicate time-varying variables. Primed and unprimed variables
√
are used in K 0 and K, respectively. The imaginary unit is i = −1, and the e−iωt
time convention is chosen where time-harmonic analysis is used.

1.5 List of Publications
This dissertation is based on the following four papers published in peer-reviewed
journals [30–33]:
1. T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F. Bohren, Time−domain
electromagnetic scattering by a sphere in uniform translational
motion, Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 34, 270–279 (2017).

2. T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F. Bohren, Electromagnetic
pulse scattering by a spacecraft nearing light speed, Applied Optics, 56, 6206–6213 (2017).
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3. T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F. Bohren, Lorentz
invariance of absorption and extinction cross sections of a uniformly
moving object, Physical Review A, 96, 053839 (2017).

4. T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F. Bohren, Scattering
characteristics of relativistically moving concentrically layered
spheres, Physics Letters A, 382, 362–366 (2018).
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Chapter 2 |
Analytical Methods∗
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the theory and the analytical methods used in this dissertation.
Subsequent chapters use the methods developed in this chapter to compute the
scattered signals and energy cross sections of specific uniformly translating objects.
Section 2.2 gives an overview of the special theory of relativity and presents the
Lorentz transformation used to convert spacetime variables and electromagnetic
fields between two inertial reference frames. Section 2.3 gives a detailed outline of
the frame-hopping method used to calculate the electromagnetic fields scattered by
a uniformly translating object. Finally, Section 2.4 defines total energy scattering,
energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections and explains how they may
be computed for a uniformly translating object.

2.2 Special Theory of Relativity
The special theory of relativity was originally derived from two postulates [13]: (1)
Physical laws have the same form in every inertial reference frame. (2) The speed
of light in free space is a constant c in every inertial reference frame. However,
because the physical laws in the first postulate include the Maxwell equations, the
second postulate is a consequence of the first [34]. The special theory of relativity
is special in that it applies only to inertial reference frames. In inertial reference
∗
This chapter is partially based on: T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F.
Bohren, Physical Review A, 96, 053839 (2017).
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Figure 2.1: Laboratory (K 0 ) and object (K) reference frames.
frames, an object subjected to zero net force travels with a constant velocity.
This excludes accelerating reference frames and frames with gravity. The general
theory of relativity is required to handle such non-inertial reference frames. In this
dissertation, I consider electromagnetic scattering only by uniformly translating
objects. Thus, the special theory of relativity is sufficient.
Two inertial reference frames, K 0 and K, are used throughout this dissertation.
The laboratory inertial reference frame K 0 is the frame in which the fields of the
incident signal are generated and the fields of the scattered signal are measured.
The object moves with constant velocity v in K 0 . In K, the object’s co-moving
inertial reference frame, the scattering object is at rest with its centroid coincident
with the origin. K 0 has spacetime variables (r 0 , t0 ), while K has spacetime variables
(r, t). The origins and coordinate axes of K 0 and K are chosen to coincide at time
t0 = t = 0. Both frames are shown in Fig. 2.1 with their coordinate axes.
Spacetime variables are transformed between inertial reference frames using the
10

Lorentz transformation [26, pp. 76,77]

r = L • r 0 − γvt0
!
v • r0
0
t= t − 2
γ,
c

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

where
L = I + (γ − 1)v̂ v̂


γ = 1 − β2

(2.2a)

−0.5

(2.2b)

β = |v|/c

(2.2c)

v̂ = v/|v|.

(2.2d)

Both r and t depend on both r 0 and t0 . Relativistic effects become significant
when γ becomes appreciably greater than 1. A typical threshold for the onset of
relativistic effects is β = 0.1, where γ = 1.005. Fig. 2.2 plots γ − 1 on a logarithmic
scale vs. β. Note that γ increases unboundedly as β approaches unity.
The inverse transformation for spacetime variables is obtained from Eqs. (2.1)
by swapping primed and unprimed variables and replacing v with −v, which yields

r 0 = L • r + γvt,


v •r
0
t = t+ 2
γ.
c

(2.3a)
(2.3b)

Electric and magnetic fields are transformed between inertial reference frames
using [26, p. 81]
h

i

E(r, t) = γ L−1 • E 0 (r 0 , t0 ) + v × B0 (r 0 , t0 ) ,
0

"

B(r, t) = γ L−1 • B0 (r 0 , t0 ) −

v × E (r 0 , t0 )
,
c2

(2.4a)

#

(2.4b)

where E 0 is the electric field and B0 is the magnetic field in K 0 . The electric field
E in K depends on both the electric and magnetic fields in K 0 . Similarly, the
magnetic field B in K is a function of both the electric and magnetic fields in K 0 .
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Figure 2.2: γ − 1 vs. β.
The field transformations from K to K 0 may be obtained by swapping the primed
and unprimed variables in 2.4 and changing the sign of v to yield
i

h

E 0 (r 0 , t0 ) = γ L−1 • E(r, t) − v × B(r, t) ,
"

(2.5a)

#

B0 (r 0 , t0 ) = γ L−1 • B(r, t) +

v × E(r, t)
.
c2

(2.5b)

2.3 Computation of Scattered Signals
The frame-hopping method uses four steps to compute the signals scattered by a
uniformly translating object. (i) Define the electromagnetic fields of the incident
signal in K 0 . (ii) Use the Lorentz transformation to convert the fields of the incident
signal to K. (iii) Compute the electromagnetic fields of the scattered signals in
K. (iv) Transform the fields of the scattered signals to K 0 using another Lorentz
transformation. This subsection describes all four steps of the frame-hopping
12

method as applied to scattering of pulsed plane waves by uniformly translating
objects in free space.

2.3.1 Definition of Fields of the Incident Signal in K 0
The first step to computing scattered signals using frame hopping is to define
the fields of the incident signal in the laboratory frame K 0 . In this dissertation,
the incident signal is a linearly polarized uniform plane wave with its amplitude
0
modulated by a pulse. If the incident signal travels in the q̂inc
direction with its
0
electric field pointing in the Êinc direction, its electric and magnetic fields in K 0
are
0
E 0inc (r 0 , t0 ) = Êinc
f (τ 0 ),

B0inc (r 0 , t0 ) =

0
q̂inc
× E 0inc (r 0 , t0 )
,
c

(2.6a)
(2.6b)

0
0
•
where the retarded time τ 0 = t0 − q̂inc
r 0 /c, f (τ 0 ) = cos (2πνc0 τ 0 ) P (τ 0 ), and q̂inc
⊥
0
Êinc . The carrier frequency of the incident signal is νc , and the incident signal
is modulated by P (τ 0 ), an arbitrary function with compact support. In this
dissertation, I use a Gaussian function P (τ 0 ) = exp (−τ 02 /2σ 02 ), where σ 0 is the
width parameter of the Gaussian function.

2.3.2 Transformation of Incident Signal from K 0 to K
The second step of the frame-hopping method is to transform the fields of the
incident signal into the object’s co-moving rest frame K. This is done by substituting
the fields of the incident signal from Eqs. (2.6) into the field transformation relations
given by Eqs. (2.4) and converting the spacetime variables in τ 0 from K 0 to K
using Eqs. (2.1). This transformation yields the electric and magnetic fields of the
incident signal in K as
E inc (r, t) = Êinc ψf (ψτ ),
Binc (r, t) =

q̂inc × E inc (r, t)
,
c
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(2.7a)
(2.7b)

where
q̂ 0 • v
γ,
ψ = 1 − inc
c
!

(2.8a)


h

i

0
0
0
+ v × q̂inc
× Êinc
/c
Êinc = L−1 • Êinc

τ = t − q̂inc • r/c,
0
•
q̂inc
L − γv/c
.
q̂inc =
ψ

γ
,
ψ

(2.8b)
(2.8c)
(2.8d)

The incident signal’s amplitude, spectral content, directions of the electric and
magnetic field vectors, and direction of propagation are different in general in K
than in K 0 . However, the incident signal remains a pulsed plane wave in K as it is
in K 0 . The relativistic Doppler effect, indicated by the Doppler parameter ψ, is
0
0
large when v is antiparallel to q̂inc
and small when v is parallel to q̂inc
. When v
0
is perpendicular to q̂inc
, ψ = γ. This contrasts with the non-relativistic Doppler
effect, for which ψ = 1 when the velocity is perpendicular to the direction of
propagation [35, Eq. (11.8)]. The magnitude of the incident signal’s electric field
is scaled by ψ between K 0 and K [36, Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61)], as may be seen by
comparing Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.7a).
Note that the while the signal is stretched or compressed in time by a factor
of ψ, it is not distorted. This simplifies the problem of communicating with fastmoving spacecraft. However, the compressing or stretching of the signal in the
frequency domain must be accounted for when designing communications systems
and protocols for use with fast-moving spacecraft. The scaling of the amplitude of
the signal by ψ must also be taken into consideration.
0
Figure 2.3 shows ψ as a function of δ, the angle between q̂inc
and v, for several
values of β. For all velocities, ψ has its minimum value when δ = 0◦ and its
maximum value when δ = 180◦ . ψ is equal to one at some point in between. As
the speed goes to zero, ψ goes to unity at δ = 90◦ , matching the non-relativistic
Doppler effect. The value of δ at which ψ = 1 decreases as β increases.
0
0
Figure 2.4 shows the angle α between q̂inc
and q̂inc vs. δ, the angle between q̂inc
and v, for several values of β. For all velocities, α = 0◦ when δ ∈ {0◦ , 180◦ }. For
these special cases, the direction of propagation of the incident signal is unchanged
between K 0 and K. For all other values of δ, the direction of the incident signal in
K depends on β.
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0
Figure 2.3: ψ vs. δ, the angle between q̂inc
and v, for β ∈ [0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5].

2.3.3 Calculation of Scattered Signals in K
The third step in the frame-hopping method is to calculate the fields of the scattered
signals in K, the object’s co-moving reference frame. The electric and magnetic
fields may be calculated using any available analytical or numerical technique. In
this dissertation, scattering by homogeneous and concentrically layered spheres
is calculated with the Lorenz–Mie series solution [11, Ch. 4] after converting
the incident signal in K to the frequency domain with a Fourier transform. The
time-domain scattered signals from the sphere are then constructed by taking the
inverse Fourier transform of the scattered-field phasors. Full details of the solution
for homogeneous spheres are given in Chapter 3, and scattering by concentrically
layered spheres is discussed in Chapter 6. The FDTD method [12, 37] is used to
compute the signals scattered by other three-dimensional objects, which have no
analytical solutions. The FDTD method is also validated by the analytical results
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0
0
Figure 2.4: Angle α between q̂inc
and q̂inc vs. δ, the angle between q̂inc
and v, for
β ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5}.

obtained for scattering by uniformly translating, homogeneous spheres. Numerical
frequency-domain methods such as the method of moments (MoM) [38] or the finite
element method (FEM) [39] could also used to compute the scattered-field phasors
of arbitrarily shaped objects, but to do so would require a large number of numerical
simulations (one for each frequency of the spectrum of the incident signal), which
would be tedious. The FDTD method requires only a single simulation for the
entire spectrum of the incident signal and is therefore particularly advantageous
for time-domain scattering computations.
In K, the object is at rest, so the rest values of its constitutive parameters must
be used. It would be unphysical to apply the Minkowski constitutive relations to
the object in K as was done in Ref. [25]. Furthermore, the object’s rest geometry
is used because the scattering calculations are made in K.
When using a frequency-domain solution method, the time-dependent elec-
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tromagnetic fields of the incident signal must first be converted to electric and
magnetic field phasors. This is done numerically by taking the discrete Fourier
transform of a time-sampled version of the incident signal. The sampling rate 1/ts
must be greater than twice the maximum frequency of the incident signal in K [40].
In this dissertation, I define the discrete Fourier transform and its inverse as [41]
Z̃(νp ) =

N
−1
X

ζ(τq ) exp(i2πνp τq ),

(2.9a)

−1
1 NX
Z̃(νp ) exp(−i2πνp τq ),
N p=0

(2.9b)

q=0

ζ(τq ) =

where νp = p/T , N is the total number of samples of the incident signal, and
T = N ts is the duration of the signal. For a real signal [41],
Z̃(νN −p ) = Z̃ ∗ (νp ),

(2.10)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. If the zero-frequency component
is negligible, a real signal may be approximated as




M
X
2

Z̃(νp ) exp(−i2πνp τ ) ,
ζ(τ ) ≈ Re
N
p=1

(2.11)

where the integer M = (N − 1)/2 when N is odd and M = (N/2) − 1 when N is
even. By taking its discrete Fourier transform and discarding the zero-frequency
component, the electric field of the incident signal may be expressed as




M
X
2
E inc (r, t) ≈ Re  Ẽpinc (νp ) exp(ikpinc • r − i2πνp t) ,
N
p=1

(2.12)

where Ẽpinc (νp ) = Êinc ψ F̃ (νp ), F̃ (νp ) is determined by taking the discrete Fourier
transform of f (ψτ ), the wavevector kpinc = q̂inc kp , and the wavenumber kp = 2πνp /c.
The duration T of the time-sampled version of the incident signal must be greater
than the duration of the scattered signals to prevent aliasing. This is determined
by trial and error.
The far-zone fields of the scattered signal in K traveling in the q̂sca scattering
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direction are expressed as
g (q̂sca ; t − q̂sca • r/c)
r
h (q̂sca ; t − q̂sca • r/c)
+ (q̂sca × Ês )
,
r
g (q̂sca ; t − q̂sca • r/c)
Bsca (q̂sca r, t) = (q̂sca × Êsca )
rc
•
h (q̂sca ; t − q̂s r/c)
+ Êsca
,
rc
E sca (q̂sca r, t) = Êsca

(2.13a)

(2.13b)

where q̂sca and Êsca are mutually orthogonal. It is often convenient to choose
Êsca = θ̂, which yields q̂sca × Êsca = φ̂. The functions g and h are determined by
the scattering computation and depend on the object’s geometry, composition, and
velocity as well as on the incident signal. The presence of q̂sca on the right sides of
Eqs. (2.13) indicates that the scattered fields depend in general on the scattering
direction. As with the incident signal, the scattered signal may be expressed as a
series of time-harmonic components




M
X
exp(ikpsca • r − i2πνp t)
2
,
E sca (r, t) ≈ Re  Ẽpsca
N
r
p=1

(2.14)

where kpsca = q̂sca kp . The Ẽpsca coefficients are found either by taking the discrete
Fourier transform of the scattered signal or by direct computation of the scatteredfield phasors.

2.3.4 Transformation of Scattered Signals from K to K 0
The fourth and final step of frame hopping is to transform the fields of the scattered
signals back to the laboratory reference frame, K 0 . This is done by inserting the
fields of the scattered signals given in Eqs. (2.13) into the field transformation
relations in Eqs. (2.5) and converting the spactime variables from K to K 0 using
Eqs. (2.3). The transformation gives the fields of the scattered signals in K 0 as
0
•
ψ 02 g [q̂sca ; (t − q̂sca
r 0 /c)ψ 0 ]
r0
02
0
ψ h [q̂s ; (t − q̂s0 • r 0 /c)ψ 0 ]
0
0
+(q̂sca
× Êsca
)
,
r0

0
E 0sca (r 0 , t0 ) = Êsca
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(2.15a)

0
•
ψ 02 g [q̂sca ; (t0 − q̂sca
r 0 /c)ψ 0 ]
r0 c
0
0
02
0
0
•
0 ψ h [q̂sca ; (t − q̂sca r /c)ψ ]
+Êsca
,
r0 c

0
0
B0sca (r 0 , t0 ) = (q̂sca
× Êsca
)

(2.15b)

where
!

q̂sca • v
γ,
ψ = 1+
c
0

h
0
Êsca
=

0
q̂sca
=

(2.16a)


i

L−1 • Êsca − v × q̂sca × Êsca /c
h

q̂sca

•



i

0 − γv/c
L • q̂sca

q̂sca • L + γv/c
.
ψ0

ψ 02

γ

,

(2.16b)
(2.16c)

The relativistic Doppler effect between K and K 0 , indicated by the Doppler parameter ψ 0 , depends on the angle between the velocity v and the scattering direction
q̂sca . The expressions for the far-zone fields of the scattered signals in K 0 assume
that the direction from the observation point to the scattering object does not
change significantly over the duration of the scattering. They also assume that
the reciprocal of the distance from the scatterer to the observation point may be
treated as a constant over the duration of the scattering.
The directions of propagation of the scattered signals are different in general
0
between K and K 0 . If the scattered signal in a particular direction q̂sca
in K 0 is
0
0
desired, it is necessary to convert q̂sca
from K 0 to K. This is done by swapping q̂sca
and q̂sca and replacing v with −v in Eqs. (2.16a and c) to yield
q̂ 0 • L − γv/c
q̂sca = sca q̂0 • v  .
1 − scac
γ

(2.17)

2.4 Energy Cross Sections
When the incident signal is a pulsed plane wave with finite energy density, the total
energy scattered, absorbed, and removed from the incident signal by a scattering
0
0
object is finite. Total energy scattering (Csca
), energy absorption (Cabs
), and energy
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0
) cross sections in K 0 with units of area may be defined as
extinction (Cext
0
0
0
Csca
= Wsca
/Uinc
0
0
0
Cabs
= Wabs
/Uinc
0
0
0
Cext
= Wext
/Uinc







,

(2.18)






0
where Uinc
is the energy density of the incident signal with units of energy per
0
0
area, Wsca
is the total scattered energy, Wabs
is the total absorbed energy, and
0
Wext is the total energy removed from the incident signal in K 0 . Dimensionless,
normalized total energy scattering (Q0sca ), energy absorption (Q0abs ), and energy
extinction (Q0ext ) cross sections are defined as
0
Q0sca = Csca
/A
0
0
Qabs = Cabs /A
0
Q0ext = Cext
/A







(2.19)

,






where A is the physical cross-sectional area of the object projected onto the plane
0
normal to q̂inc
in K. Note that A is defined such that it is independent of the
object’s velocity, although it does depend in general on the object’s orientation.
In K, total energy scattering (Csca ), energy absorption (Cabs ), and energy
extinction (Cext ) cross sections are defined as
Csca = Wsca /Uinc
Cabs = Wabs /Uinc
Cext = Wext /Uinc







,

(2.20)






where Uinc is the energy density of the incident signal, Wsca is the total scattered
energy, Wabs is the absorbed energy, and Wext is the energy removed from the
incident signal in K. Dimensionless, normalized energy cross sections are defined
in K as
Qsca = Csca /A
Qabs = Cabs /A
Qext = Cext /A







.

(2.21)






These definitions of cross sections and normalized cross sections differ from
power-based definitions such as those given by Bohren and Huffman [11, Sec. 3.4].
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The standard definitions are for planewave scattering and are given by
0
0
0
C̃sca
(ν 0 ) = P̃sca
(ν 0 )/Ũinc
(ν 0 )
0
0
0
C̃abs
(ν 0 ) = P̃abs
(ν 0 )/Ũinc
(ν 0 )
0
0
0
(ν 0 ) = P̃ext
(ν 0 )/Ũinc
(ν 0 )
C̃ext







(2.22)






0
0
0
in K 0 , where P̃sca
(ν 0 ), Pabs
(ν 0 ), and Pext
(ν 0 ) are the time-averaged power that the
object scatters, absorbs, and removes from the incident plane wave, respectively
0
and Ũinc
is the time-averaged power density of the incident signal with units of
power per area. In K, the power-based cross sections are defined as

C̃sca (ν) = P̃sca (ν)/Ũinc (ν)
C̃abs (ν) = P̃abs (ν)/Ũinc (ν)
C̃ext (ν) = P̃ext (ν)/Ũinc (ν)







(2.23)

.






As with the energy-based cross sections, dimensionless, normalized power-based
cross sections are defined in K 0 as
Q̃0sca (ν 0 )
Q̃0abs (ν 0 )
Q̃0ext (ν 0 )

=
=
=

0
C̃sca
(ν 0 )/A
0
C̃abs
(ν 0 )/A
0
C̃ext
(ν 0 )/A







(2.24)

,






where A is the same as the projected area that is used for the normalized energybased cross sections. In K, the normalized power-based cross sections are defined
as


Q̃sca (ν) = C̃sca (ν)/A 


(2.25)
Q̃abs (ν) = C̃abs (ν)/A  .



Q̃ext (ν) = C̃ext (ν)/A
It is sometimes convenient to first compute the power-based cross sections at
each frequency of the incident signal and then compute the energy cross sections
from those. Analagously to Eq. (2.12), the electric field of the incident signal in K 0
may be expressed as a series of spectral components as




M
X
2
inc
E 0inc (r 0 , t0 ) ≈ Re  Ẽ 0 p (νp0 ) exp(ikp0inc • r 0 − i2πνp t0 ) ,
N
p=1

(2.26)

The time-averaged energy flux density of each frequency component of the incident
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signal with units of power per area is
0
(νp0 ) =
Ũinc

2|Ẽp0inc |2
,
N 2 η0

(2.27)

where η0 is the impedance of free space. The power scattered, absorbed, or removed
from the each spectral component of the incident signal is found by multiplying
the appropriate power-based cross section by the power density of that spectral
component of the incident signal, thus
0
P̃ξ0 (νp0 ) = C̃ξ0 (νp0 )Ũinc
(νp0 ) = C̃ξ0 (νp0 )

2|Ẽp0inc |2
,
N 2 η0

(2.28)

where ξ ∈ {sca, abs, ext}. The energy scattered, absorbed, or removed from each
spectral component is found by multiplying the appropriate power by the duration
of the incident signal
0
W̃ξ0 (νp0 ) = P̃ξ0 (νp0 )N t0s = C̃ξ0 (νp0 )Ũinc
(νp0 ) = C̃ξ0 (νp0 )

2t0s |Ẽp0inc |2
.
N η0

(2.29)

The total energy scattered, absorbed, or removed from the incident signal is the sum
of the energy scattered, absorbed, or removed from the incident signal, respectively,
for all spectral components
Wξ0 =

M
X

W̃ξ0 (νp0 ).

(2.30)

p=1

The energy cross section is expressed in terms of the power-based cross sections as

Cξ0 =

Wξ0
0
Uinc

M
P

=

p=1

W̃ξ0 (νp0 )
0
Uinc

=

M
X
p=1

0
0inc 2
0
0 2ts |Ẽp |
C̃ξ (νp ) 0
.
Uinc N η0

"

#

(2.31)

2.4.1 Incident Energy Density
0
The energy density of the incident signal Uinc
, with units of energy per area in K 0 ,
is finite if f (τ 0 ) is square integrable [42] and is found by integrating the magnitude
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of the instantaneous Poynting vector over all time [26, p. 66]
0
Uinc

=

Z∞
−∞

Z∞
|f (τ 0 )|2 0
|E 0inc (r 0 , t0 ) |2 0
dt =
dτ < ∞,
η0
η0

(2.32)

−∞

where η0 is the impedance of free space. In K, the energy density of the incident
signal with units of energy per area is
Uinc =

Z ∞
−∞

Z ∞
|f (ψt)|2
|E inc (r, t)|2
0
ψ2
dt =
dt = ψUinc
.
η0
η0
−∞

(2.33)

The incident energy density is scaled by ψ when it is transformed from K 0 to
K, which matches the difference in energy between reference frames for a single
photon [43, p. 31]. If a photon’s frequency is ν 0 in K 0 , its frequency in K is ν = ψν 0 .
The photon’s energy is hν 0 in K 0 and hψν 0 in K.

2.4.2 Total Scattered Energy Cross Section
The total scattered energy may be calculated in K and in K 0 by integrating
the angular scattered energy density with units of energy per solid angle over
all directions. The angular scattered energy densities as functions of scattering
0
0
direction in K and K 0 are Ŭsca (q̂sca ) and Ŭsca
(q̂sca
), respectively. A breve (˘) is
used to indicate units of energy per solid angle rather than energy per area. The
scattered energy density in the far zone in K is found by integrating the magnitude
Poynting vector multiplied by the square of the radial distance from the origin;
thus,
Ŭsca (θ, φ) =

Z ∞
−∞

Z ∞
r2 |E sca (q̂sca ; r, t)|2
|g 2 (q̂sca ; t) + h2 (q̂sca ; t)|2
dt =
dt, (2.34)
η0
η0
−∞

where θ and φ are the angles of q̂sca . Similarly, the scattered energy density in K 0 is
0
r02 |E 0sca (q̂sca
; r 0 , t0 )|2
dt
η0
−∞
ψ 04 (θ, φ)|g 2 (q̂sca ; ψ 0 t) + h2 (q̂sca ; ψ 0 t)|2 0
dt = ψ 03 (θ, φ)Ŭsca (θ, φ),
η0
0
Ŭsca
(θ0 , φ0 )

=

Z ∞
−∞

=

Z ∞

0
where θ0 and φ0 are the angles of q̂sca
.
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(2.35)

In K, the total scattered energy is
Wsca =

Zπ Z2π

Ŭsca (θ, φ) sin θdφdθ,

(2.36)

0
Ŭsca
(θ0 , φ0 ) sin θ0 dφ0 dθ0 .

(2.37)

0 0

and in K 0 it is
0
Wsca

=

Zπ Z2π
0 0

0

The scattered energy in K may be expressed in terms of the scattered energy
density in K. To do this, it is helpful to use two new coordinate systems Krot and
0
0
Krot
that are rotated such that the object’s velocity aligns with the ẑrot and ẑrot
axis in the respective coordinate system. Krot is comoving with the object, and its
0
origin coincides with the origin of K. Likewise, Krot
is stationary with respect to
0
0
K 0 , and the origins of Krot
and K 0 coincide. The origins and axes of Krot
and Krot
0
0
0
coincide at t = t = 0. In Krot and Krot respectively, ψ depends only on θrot and
0
θrot
and is given in Krot by
ψ 0 = (1 + β cos θrot )γ.

(2.38)

The integration of the scattered energy density is simplified by introducing the
0
variables u0rot = cos θrot
and wrot = cos θrot . With these substitutions, the total
0
scattered energy in Kr is
0
Wsca

=

Z1 Z2π

0
Usca
(cos−1 u, φ0rot )dφ0rot du.

(2.39)

−1 0

The variables may be converted to Krot using the results from Eqs. (2.16) to get
φ0rot = φrot
w+β
u0rot =
1 + βwrot
du0rot = ψ 0−2 dwrot .
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(2.40a)
(2.40b)
(2.40c)

These variable substitutions and the result from Eq. (2.35) yield
0
Wsca

Z1 Z2π

=

ψ 0 (θrot )Ŭsca (cos−1 wrot , φrot )dφrot dw.

(2.41)

−1 0

Finally, the variables are transformed from Krot to K yielding
0
Wsca

=

Zπ Z2π

ψ 0 (θ, φ)Usca (θ, φ) sin θdφdθ.

(2.42)

0 0

The relationship between the scattered energy in K 0 and the scattered energy
in K depends on the angular distribution of the scattered energy density in K.
The scattered energy density in a given direction q̂sca is multiplied by ψ 0 (q̂sca ) in
the integral in Eq. (2.42). This matches what happens if individual photons are
considered. A photon with frequency ν scattered in the q̂sca direction in K has
frequency ν 0 = ψ 0 (q̂sca )ν in K 0 due to the relativistic Doppler effect. Its energy is
hν in K and hψ 0 (q̂sca )ν in K 0 [43, p. 31].
In terms of the scattered energy density in K, the total energy scattering cross
section is
Rπ 2π
R
Ŭsca (θ, φ) sin θdφdθ
Wsca
0 0
=
(2.43)
Csca =
Uinc
Uinc
in K and
0
Csca
=

0
Wsca
0
Uinc

Rπ 2π
R 0
ψ (θ, φ)Ŭ

=

sca (θ, φ) sin θdφdθ

0 0

Uinc /ψ

(2.44)

in K 0 . The total energy scattering cross sections in K and K 0 are equal only if
0
Wsca
= Wsca /ψ, that is, the energy of the scattered photons in K 0 must equal the
energy of the incident photons in K 0 that are not absorbed. Numerical results show
that this is not true in general, so the total energy scattering cross section is not
Lorentz invariant. Indeed, for an object advancing directly toward the source of
the incident signal, all scattered photons (except the ones scattered in the forward
direction) will have more energy than the incident photons. For an object receding
directly from the source of the incident signal, all scattered photons (except the
ones scattered in the forward direction) will have less energy than the incident
photons. Therefore, the total energy scattering cross section is not Lorentz invariant
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in general.

2.4.3 Energy Absorption Cross Section
Energy absorption is the result of series of J photon-absorption events. The same
photons are absorbed in K and in K 0 , but the energy of each photon differs by a
factor of ψ between K and K 0 . If the frequency of the j’th photon is νj0 in K 0 , that
photon’s energy is Ej0 = ~2πνj0 in K 0 . In K, the frequency of the j’th photon is
νj = ψνj0 , and its energy is Ej = ~2πνj = ψEj0 . The total absorbed energy in each
frame is sum of the energies of all of the absorbed photons in that frame, so the
absorbed energy in K is related to that in K 0 by
0
.
Wabs = ψWabs

(2.45)

The energy absorption cross sections in K and K 0 are equal, as
Cabs =

0
ψWabs
Wabs
0
=
= Cabs
,
0
Uinc
ψUinc

(2.46)

and the energy absorption cross section is therefore Lorentz invariant.

2.4.4 Energy Extinction Cross Section
The energy removed from a plane wave by an obstacle may be found by determining
the difference in energy received by a large-aperture detector in the forward direction
with and without the object present [44, p. 39]. In K as well as in K 0 , we can
compute the energy removed from the incident signal using the procedure to derive
the standard (power-based) extinction cross section [44, Sec. 4.21] [45, Eq. (8.113)].
Analogously to Eq. (2.14), the forward-scattered signal in K 0 can be expressed as a
series of spectral componenents by the inverse discrete Fourier transform

M
X



0
h
i
Ẽp0sca (q̂inc
)
2
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
•
exp
−i2πν
t
+
(i2πν
/c)
q̂
r
,
E sca (q̂inc r , t ) ≈ Re
p
p
inc


N
r0
p=1
(2.47)
0sca
0
where Ẽp (q̂inc ) is obtained for the p-th discrete Fourier component.
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The standard (power-based) extinction cross section is [45, Eq. (8.113)]
Ẽp0sca (q̂i0 ) • Ẽp0inc
4π
= 0 Im
.
kp
|Ẽp0inc |2
"

0
(νp0 )
C̃ext

#

(2.48)

The energy extinction cross section in K 0 is
0
Cext
=

M
X
2
0
0
C̃ext
(νp0 )|Ẽpi |2 t0s ,
0
N η0 Uinc p=1

(2.49)

where Eq. (2.31) is used to compute the energy extinction cross sections from the
power-based extinction cross sections of the spectral componenents of the incident
signal. In K, the standard power-based extinction cross section is [45, Eq. (8.113)]
Ẽpsca (q̂i ) • Ẽpinc
4π
Im
C̃ext (νp ) =
.
kp
|Ẽpinc |2
"

#

(2.50)

As the wavenumbers in K are related to those in K 0 by kp = ψkp0 , Ẽpsca (q̂i ) • Ẽpinc =
ψ 3 Ẽp0sca • Ẽp0inc , and |Ẽpinc |2 = ψ 2 |Ẽp0inc |2 it follows that
0
C̃ext (νp ) = C̃ext
(νp0 ).

(2.51)

The energy extinction cross section in K is
Cext =

M
X
2
0
C̃ext (νp )|Ẽpinc |2 ts = Cext
,
N η0 Uinc p=1

(2.52)

0
where we have used |Ẽpinc |2 = ψ 2 |Ẽp0inc |2 , ts = t0sca /ψ, and Uinc = ψUinc
. Therefore,
the energy extinction cross section is Lorentz invariant.

2.4.5 Conservation of Energy
The energy removed from a pulsed plane wave is directly related to the portion of
the forward-scattered signal that is co-polarized with the incident signal [44, p. 39].
In K, the forward-scattering theorem directly relates the co-polarized component
of the forward-scattered signal with the sum of the absorption and scattering cross
sections [46, 47]. Thus,
Cext = Csca + Cabs .
(2.53)
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Equivalently, the total energy removed from the incident signal is the sum of the
scattered and absorbed energy,
Wext = Wsca + Wabs .

(2.54)

The absorption and extinction cross sections are Lorentz invariant, but numerical
results show that the scattering cross section is different in different reference
frames, so
0
0
0
Cext
6= Csca
+ Cabs
(2.55)
and
0
0
0
Wext
6= Wsca
+ Wabs
.

(2.56)

Furthermore, numerical results show that the energy removed from the incident
signal may be greater or less than the sum of the absorbed and scattered energies.
This is because even though the scattering is elastic in K, it is inelastic in K 0 . The
scattered photons may have more or less energy than the corresponding incident
photons, depending on the object’s velocity and the scattering direction. If it is
assumed that the difference between the energy removed from the incident signal
and the sum of the scattered and absorbed energy is due to a change in the kinetic
energy of the object,
0
0
0
0
Wext
= Wsca
+ Wabs
+ Wmech
,
(2.57)
0
0
0
where Wmech
is the mechanical work done on the object. Unlike Wsca
and Wabs
,
0
0
Wmech may be positive or negative (or zero). When Wmech > 0, the object’s kinetic
0
energy is increased by its interaction with the incident signal. When Wmech
< 0,
the object’s kinetic energy is decreased.
In K, the momentum of each scattered photon differs from the momentum of
the corresponding incident photon, except for photons scattered exactly in the
forward direction. By virtue of the principle of conservation of momentum, the
object must experience a change in momentum equal to the total momentum of
the absorbed photons minus the total change in momentum experienced by the
scattered photons. Thus, an object that is initially stationary in a given reference
frame will no longer be stationary after it scatters a pulse, and the idea of scattering
by a fixed object is nonphysical. The forward-scattering theorem therefore applies
only approximately even in K.
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Chapter 3 |
Uniformly Translating Homogeneous Spheres ∗
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I apply the methods developed in Chapter 2 to compute scattered
signals and the total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction
cross sections of uniformly translating, homogeneous spheres. I computed scattered
signals using both the Lorenz–Mie series solution and the FDTD method. The
sphere is a useful test case of numerical methods, because an analytical solution
to planewave scattering exists [11, Chapter 4]. This chapter also presents the
total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections of
nanoscale spheres.

3.2 Time-Domain Scattered Signals
3.2.1 Incident Signal in K 0
The incident signal in K 0 is a time-harmonic plane wave with its amplitude modulated by a Gaussian function. The propagation direction of the incident signal
is ẑ 0 , and the electric field of the incident signal is aligned with the x0 axis. The
∗
This chapter is partially based on: T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F.
Bohren, Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 34, 270–279 (2017).
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electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal in K 0 are
E 0inc (r 0 , t0 ) = x̂0 cos(2πνc0 τ 0 ) exp(−τ 02 /2σ 02 ),

(3.1a)

cos(2πνc0 τ 0 ) exp(−τ 02 /2σ 02 )
,
c

(3.1b)

B0inc (r 0 , t0 ) = ŷ 0

where the retarded time τ 0 = t0 − z 0 /c, νc0 is the carrier frequency of the plane wave,
and σ 0 is the width parameter of the Gaussian function.

3.2.2 Incident Signal in K
The incident signal is transformed from K 0 to K using Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) to yield
E inc (r, t) = Êinc ψ cos(2πνc τ ) exp(−τ 2 /2σ 2 ),
Binc (r, t) =

q̂inc × Êinc
ψ cos(2πνc τ ) exp(−τ 2 /2σ 2 ),
c

(3.2a)
(3.2b)

where the retarded time τ = t − q̂inc • r/c and Êinc , ψ, and q̂inc are found using
Eqs. (2.8). The incident signal is still a time-harmonic plane wave with its amplitude
modulated by a Gaussian function. However, the carrier frequency of the plane
wave is νc = ψνc0 and the width parameter of the Gaussian function is σ = σ 0 /ψ in
K. Furthermore, the amplitude of the incident signal in K is scaled by ψ relative
to that of the signal in K 0 , and the direction of propagation and of the electric field
vector in K differ in general from those in K 0 .

3.2.3 Calculation of Scattered Signals in K
After the incident signal is transformed to K, the fields of the scattered signals
are calculated in K. In K, the sphere is at rest, so standard solution methods to
compute scattering by a stationary sphere may be used. Furthermore, the rest
values of the constitutive parameters of the sphere’s material must be used in K. I
used the Lorenz–Mie series solution to compute scattering by all spheres considered.
I also computed backscattered signals for one test sphere with XFdtd [28] and
compared the results to those of the Lorenz–Mie series solution.
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3.2.3.1

Lorenz–Mie Series Solution

The Lorenz–Mie series solution is a frequency-domain solution for time-harmonic
planewave scattering by a sphere. Three steps are needed to compute the timedomain fields of scattered signals in K. First, the time-domain signal is expressed
in the frequency domain as a series of time-harmonic plane waves by taking the
discrete Fourier transform of the incident signal. Second, the scattered-field phasors
are computed for each incident plane wave using the Lorenz–Mie series solution.
Third, the time-domain fields of the scattered signals are constructed from the
scattered-field phasors using the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
The fields of the incident signal are approximated as a finite sum of timeharmonic plane waves as in Eq. (2.12); thus





M
X
2

Ẽpinc (νp ) exp(ikpinc • r − i2πνp t) ,
E inc (r, t) ' Re
N
p=1

(3.3a)

q̂inc × E inc
.
c

(3.3b)

Binc (r, t) =

The electric- and magnetic-field phasors of the p’th incident plane wave are
given by
inc
inc •
einc
r),
p = Ẽp (νp ) exp(ikp

binc
p =

(3.4a)

q̂inc × Ẽpinc (νp )
exp(ikpinc • r)
c

(3.4b)

These are expanded in terms of vector spherical wave functions as [48, p. 1866]
[49]
einc
p (r) =
binc
p (r) =

∞ X
n n
X X

h

io

(1)
(1)
(1)
Dmn A(1)
smnp Msmn (kp r) + Bsmnp Nsmn (kp r)

(3.5a)

s=e,o n=1 m=0
∞ X
n
X X

io
n
h
1
(1)
(1)
(1)
. (3.5b)
Dmn A(1)
smnp Nsmn (kp r) + Bsmnp Msmn (kp r)
ic s=e,o n=1 m=0

The normalization factor in the expansions is
Dmn = (2 − δm0 )

(2n + 1)(n − m)
,
4n(n + 1)(n + m)
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(3.6)

where δmn is the Kronecker delta. The expansion coefficients
q

(3.7a)

q

(3.7b)

n
A(1)
n(n + 1)Ẽpinc · Csmn (θinc , φinc ),
smnp = 4i
(1)
= 4in n(n + 1)Ẽpinc · Bsmn (θinc , φinc )
Bsmnp

depend on the polar angle θinc and the azimuthal angle φinc of the direction of
propagation of the incident signal q̂inc . The vector spherical harmonics are
h
i
d m
mPnm (cos θ) h sin(mφ) i
cos(mφ)
q
e
B mn (θ, φ) =
θ̂ Pn (cos θ) sin(mφ) ∓ φ̂
,
cos(mφ)
o
dθ
sin θ
n(n + 1)
(

1

)

(3.8a)
h
i
mPnm (cos θ) h sin(mφ) i
d m
cos(mφ)
P
∓θ̂
−
φ̂
(cos
θ)
,
Cemn (θ, φ) = q
cos(mφ)
sin(mφ)
o
sin θ
dθ n
n(n + 1)
(

1

)

(3.8b)
where Pnm (cos θ) are the associated Legendre functions of order n and degree
m [50, Eq. (14.7.8)]. The vector spherical wave functions are
m
d
sin(mφ)Pnm (cos θ)zn (kr) − φ̂ cos(mφ) Pnm (cos θ)zn (kr),
sin θ
dθ
(3.9a)
d
m
(j)
cos(mφ)Pnm (cos θ)zn (kr) − φ̂ sin(mφ) Pnm (cos θ)zn (kr),
Momn
(kr) = θ̂
sin θ
dθ
(3.9b)
(j)
Memn
(kr) = −θ̂

(j)
Nsmn

(j)
(kr)
∇ × Msmn
,
=
k

(3.9c)

where zn (kr) is the spherical Bessel function jn (kr) when j = 1, and zn (kr) is the
spherical Hankel function of the first kind h(1)
n (kr) when j = 3.
In a similar manner, the scattered-field phasors are expanded in terms of vector
spherical wave functions as
esca
p (r) =
bsca
p (r) =

∞ X
n n
X X

h

(3)
(3)
(3)
Dmn A(3)
smnp Msmn (kp r) + Bsmnp Nsmn (kp r)

s=e,o n=1 m=0
∞ X
n
X X

io

,

(3.10a)

io
h
n
1
(3)
(3)
(3)
Dmn A(3)
N
(k
r)
+
B
M
(k
r)
. (3.10b)
p
p
smn
smnp smn
smnp
ic s=e,o n=1 m=0
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(3)
The unknown expansion coefficients A(3)
smnp and Bsmnp are found by expanding
the-field phasors inside the sphere in terms of vector spherical wave functions and
enforcing appropriate boundary conditions on the surface of the sphere. This gives
the expansion coefficients of the scattered-field phasors as

(1)
A(3)
smnp = −bn Asmnp ,

(3.11a)

(3)
(1)
Bsmnp
= −an Bsmnp
,

(3.11b)

where
bn =
an =

−krp ĵn (kp a)∂ ĵn (k1p a) + µrp ∂ ĵn (k1p a)ĵn (k1p a)
(1)

(1)

µrp ∂ ĥn (kp a)ĵn (k1p a) − krp ĥn (kp a)∂ ĵn (k1p a)
−µrp ĵn (kp a)∂ ĵn (k1p a) + krp ∂ ĵn (k1p a)ĵn (k1p a)
(1)

(1)

krp ∂ ĥn (kp a)ĵn (k1p a) − µrp ĥn (kp a)∂ ĵn (k1p a)

,

(3.12a)

.

(3.12b)

√
Here, krp = µrp rp is the relative wave number; µrp = µr (νp ) and rp = r (νp ) are
the relative permeability and permittivty respectively of the sphere’s material at
(1)
frequency νp ; ĵn (ρ) = ρjn (ρ) and ĥ(1)
n (ρ) = ρhn (ρ) are Riccati-Bessel functions;
(1)
and ∂ ĵn (ρ) = dĵn (ρ)/dρ and ∂ ĥ(1)
n (ρ) = dĥn (ρ)/dρ. It is crucial to note that the
consitutive parameters of the sphere’s material are specified in K rather than in
K 0.
The preceding derivation is general to incident transverse electromagnetic plane
waves with any direction of propagation and electric field direction. However, due
to the symmetry of the sphere, the computation of the scattered-field phasors is
greatly simplified by using a third coordinate system K 00 which is at rest with
respect to K, and the origins of both are coincident. K 00 is rotated with respect
to K such that kp kẑ 00 and Êi kx̂00 . A unitary dyadic S and its inverse S −1 are
used to convert vectors from K to K 00 and from K 00 to K, respectively. In K 00 ,
(1)
(1)
(1)
A(1)
omnp = Bemnp = 0 for all m and n, and Aemnp = Bomnp = 0 for m 6= 1. This
reduces the expansion of the incident-field phasors in terms of vector spherical wave
functions in K 00 to a single summation
00
einc
p (r )

=

∞ n
X

h

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

io

D1n Ae1np Me1n (kp r 00 ) + Be1np Ne1n (kp r 00 )

(3.13a)

n=1
00
binc
p (r ) =

∞ n
h
io
1 X
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
D1n Ae1np Ne1n (kp r 00 ) + Be1np Me1n (kp r 00 ) .
ic n=1
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(3.13b)

Similarly, the scattered-field phasors in K 00 are
00
esca
p (r ) = −
00
bsca
p (r ) = −

∞ n
X

h

(1)

(3)

(1)

(3)

io

D1n bn Ae1np Me1n (kp r 00 ) + an Be1np Ne1n (kp r 00 )

n=1
∞
X

n
h
io
1
(1)
(3)
(1)
(3)
D1n bn Ae1np Ne1n (kp r 00 ) + an Be1np Me1n (kp r 00 ) .
ic n=1

(3.14a)
(3.14b)

In the far-zone, the large-argument approximation of the spherical Hankel
function given by
(−i)n exp(ikr)
h(1)
(kr)
≈
(3.15)
n
ikr
may be used. With this approximation, the far-zone scattered-field phasors in the
q̂sca direction at frequency νp become
exp(ikp r)
r
exp(ikp r)
sca
bsca
.
p (q̂sca r) = q̂sca × Ẽp (q̂sca )
rc

sca
esca
p (q̂sca r) = Ẽp (q̂sca )

(3.16a)
(3.16b)

After computing the far-zone scattered-field phasors at each frequency, the
time-domain electric field of the scattered signal can be reconstructed by taking
the inverse Fourier transform of Ẽpsca (q̂sca ). I did this numerically using the ifft
function in MATLAB after first taking the complex conjugate of Ẽpsca (q̂sca ) to
account for MATLAB’s use of the exp(+i2πνt) time convention. This yields the
far-zone scattered electric field as
E sca (q̂sca r, t) ≈

S(q̂sca ; t − r/c)
,
r

(3.17)

where both the magnitude and direction of S(q̂sca ; t − r/c) are functions of position
and time in general. To simplify the transformation of the fields of the scattered
signals from K to K 0 , the electric field may be expressed as a sum of two orthogonal
components
(2)
E s (q̂sca r, t) = E (1)
sca (q̂sca r, t) + E sca (q̂sca r, t)

= Êsca

g(q̂sca ; t − r/c)
h(q̂sca ; t − r/c)
+ q̂sca × Êsca
,
r
r

(3.18)

where the unit vectors q̂sca and Êsca are mutually orthogonal. It is often convenient
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to choose Êsca = θ̂ which leads to q̂sca × Êsca = φ̂.
The power-based scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections for a stationary sphere are given in terms of the Lorenz–Mie series coefficients
as [11, Eqs. (4.61), (4.62)]
∞
2π X
(2n + 1)Re(an (νp ) + bn (νp ))
kp2 n=1
∞
2π X
C̃sca (νp ) = 2
(2n + 1)(|an (νp )|2 + |bn (νp )|2 )
kp n=1

C̃ext (νp ) =

C̃abs (νp ) = C̃ext (νp ) − C̃sca (νp ).

(3.19a)
(3.19b)
(3.19c)

The total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections
in K are computed from the power cross sections using Eq. (2.31).
3.2.3.2

Computations Using XFdtd

The electric and magnetic fields of the scattered signals in K may be computed
numerically using the FDTD method [12]. This is a direct time-domain method
and does not require conversion to and from the frequency domain as does the
Lorenz–Mie series solution. I used XFdtd , a commercial implementation of the
FDTD method available from Remcom [28], to provide a comparison with the
results of the Lorenze–Mie series solution.
I used a planewave source in XFdtd and recorded the time-domain scattered
fields with a far-zone sensor. The incident signal in XFdtd is specified by assigning a
waveform to the incident plane wave. Although XFdtd contains a built-in modulated
Gaussian waveform, I generated a custom waveform to ensure that the signal exactly
matched that used in the Lorenz–Mie solution.

3.2.4 Transformation of Scattered Signals from K to K 0
After the fields of the scattered signal are computed in K, they are transformed
to K 0 using Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). In general, the transformations change the
direction of propagation, instantaneous electric field direction, spectral content,
and amplitude of the scattered signals between K and K 0 .
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3.3 Numerical Results
3.3.1 Backscattered Signals from Silicon-Carbide Spheres
I computed the backscattered signals from 20-, 40-, and 2-µm diameter spheres
made of SiC. I chose SiC because it is highly dispersive in the infrared regime,
where its permittivity is well modeled by the Lorentz model [11, pp. 241-244].
SiC is present in meteors, and SiC particles may be present in interstellar space
and star-forming regions, so scattering by SiC is relevant to astronomy [51]. The
permittivity of SiC is modeled as a single-oscillator Lorentz function
r (ν) = ∞ +

2
νplasma
,
νt2 − ν 2 − iγν

(3.20)

with ∞ = 6.7, νt = 2.37 × 1013 Hz, νplasma = 4.33 × 1013 Hz, and γ = 1.43 × 1011
Hz [11, pp. 241-244]. The permeability of SiC is taken to be that of free space.
Figure 3.1 shows the relative permittivity of SiC.
The electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal in K 0 are given by
Eqs. (3.1) with νc0 = 20 THz (corresponding to a free-space carrier wavelength
λ0c = 15 µm) and σ 0 = 5 × 10−14 s.
Backscattered signals were computed with the sphere stationary (v = 0) and
with the sphere moving at |v| = 0.2c in four directions: receding from the source
of the incident signal (v = 0.2cẑ 0 ), advancing toward the source of the incident
signal (v = −0.2cẑ 0 ), and moving transversely to the incident signals direction
of propagation (v = 0.2cx̂0 and v = 0.2cŷ 0 ). The one- and two-way Doppler
parameters for each velocity are shown in Table 3.1. When the sphere is stationary,
the Doppler parameters are unity. When the sphere recedes from the source of the
incident signal, the Doppler parameter ψ = ψ 0 < 1. When the sphere advances
toward the source of the incident signal, ψ = ψ 0 > 1. The two-way Doppler
parameter ψψ 0 is unity when the sphere moves transversely to the propagation
direction of the incident signal.
Table 3.2 lists the propagation directions of the incident and backscattered
signals in K 0 and K for each velocity considered. When the sphere is stationary,
receding directly from, or advancing directly toward the source of the incident signal,
the propagation directions of the incident and backscattered signals are identical in
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Figure 3.1: Real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity of SiC [11, pp.
241-244].
K 0 and K. However, when the sphere’s velocity is transverse to the propagation
direction of the incident signal in K 0 , the incident and the backscattered directions
are different in K 0 and K. In those cases, q̂sca 6= −q̂inc , so the backscattered signal
in K 0 is not the backscattered signal in K.
Figure 3.2 shows the incident and backscattered signals in K 0 from a 20-µmdiameter SiC sphere. The backscattered signals were computed using the Lorenz–
Mie series solution. Comparison of the backscattered signal from the stationary
sphere with the other four backscattered signals clearly shows that the backscattered
signal from a uniformly moving sphere is very different from the backscattered
signal from a stationary sphere.
The backscattered signal also depends on the direction of the velocity. The
0
backscattered signals when vkq̂inc
are different from the backscattered signals when
0
v ⊥ q̂inc . The Doppler shifts have an appreciable effect on the backscattered signals
0
0
when vkq̂inc
. Even when the v ⊥ q̂inc
, the backscattered signal is different from
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Table 3.1: One-way and two-way relative Doppler parameters
for different velocities v
v
ψ
ψ0
ψψ 0
0
1
1
1
0.2cẑ 0
0.82
0.82
0.67
−0.2cẑ 0
1.22
1.22
1.50
0.2cx̂0
1.02
0.98
1
0
0.2cŷ
1.02
0.98
1
v is the velocity of the sphere.
ψ is the relative Doppler shift from K 0 to K.
ψ 0 is the relative Doppler shift of the backscattered signal from K to K 0 .
ψψ 0 is the two-way relative Doppler shift from K 0 to K and back to K 0 .
Table 3.2: Directions of propagation of incident and backscattered signals in K 0 with the corresponding directions in K
0
0
v
q̂inc
q̂inc
q̂sca
q̂sca
0
(0◦ , 0◦ )
(0◦ , 0◦ )
(180◦ , 0◦ )
(180◦ , 0◦ )
0.2cẑ 0 (0◦ , 0◦ )
(0◦ , 0◦ )
(180◦ , 0◦ )
(180◦ , 0◦ )
0
◦ ◦
◦ ◦
◦ ◦
−0.2cẑ (0 , 0 )
(0 , 0 )
(180 , 0 )
(180◦ , 0◦ )
0.2cx̂0 (0◦ , 0◦ ) (11.5◦ , 180◦ ) (168.5◦ , 180◦ ) (180◦ , 0◦ )
0.2cŷ 0 (0◦ , 0◦ ) (11.5◦ , 270◦ ) (168.5◦ , 270◦ ) (180◦ , 0◦ )
v is the velocity of the sphere.
ψ is the relative Doppler shift from K 0 to K.
ψ 0 is the relative Doppler shift of the backscattered signal from K to K 0 .
ψψ 0 is the two-way relative Doppler shift from K 0 to K and back to K 0 .

the backscattered signal from the stationary sphere.
The polarization state of the incident signal also has an effect on the backscattered signal. This may be seen by comparing the bottom two panels of Fig. 3.2
0
0
with each other. Although v ⊥ q̂inc
in both cases, Êinc
kv when v = 0.2cx̂0 , but
0
Êinc
⊥ v when v = 0.2cŷ 0 .
Note that the scattered signals may have a much greater duration than the
incident signal. The incident pulse induces oscillations in the sphere which continue
to radiate after the pulse has ended. This is somewhat analagous to ringing a
bell. The bell continues to ring long after the initial impulse of striking the bell
has passed. Note also that there is no violation of causality in the computations.
Figure 3.2 shows the incident signal at the center of the sphere. However, because
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Figure 3.2: Amplitude-normalized incident and backscattered
signals in K 0 from a 20-µm-diameter SiC sphere computed
with the Lorenz–Mie series solution. Each backscattered signal
is the −x0 -directed component of the electric field multiplied
by the radial distance r0 from the origin and divided by a
normalization constant such that its peak amplitude is unity.
The normalization constant α is printed on each panel.
of the finite size of the sphere, it begins scattering before the incident signal would
have reached the origin.
Figure 3.3 shows the incident and backscattered signals from the 20-µm-diameter
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Figure 3.3: Same as Fig. 3.2 but computed using XFdtd.
SiC sphere computed using XFdtd. These signals are similar in shape to those
computed using the Lorenz–Mie solution shown in Fig. 3.2. The differences in the
peak amplitude are less than 10%, with the exception of v = 0.2cẑ 0 . Even in that
case, the difference is 12.8%, and the difference in the peak amplitudes of the first
returned pulse is less than 1%.
Figure 3.4 shows the spectra of the backscattered signals from the 20-µmdiameter SiC sphere for v = 0.2cẑ 0 , v = 0, and v = −0.2cẑ 0 . As shown in Table
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3.2, the Lorentz transformations do not change the direction of propagation or the
direction of the electric field vector of the incident and backscattered signals between
K 0 and K. The spectrum of the backscattered signal is different from that of the
incident signal even when the sphere is stationary because of the dispersive nature
of the sphere’s material and geometry. The backscattered signal is appreciably
redshifted relative to the incident signal when the sphere recedes from the source
of the incident signal. There is a slight redshift in the backscattered signal when
the sphere is stationary. There is a marked blueshift in the backscattered signal
when the sphere advances toward the source of the incident signal.
The backscattered signals from a 2-µm-diameter sphere are shown in Fig. 3.5.
For the receding sphere, the backscattered signal is very similar in shape to the
incident pulse, although its duration is extended. For the other four velocities
(including v = 0), the backscattered signal consists of an initial pulse followed by a
series of closely spaced secondary pulses which eventually transition to a tapering
sinusoid. When the sphere advances toward the source of the incident signal, the
secondary pulses overlap each other.
Figure 3.6 shows the spectra of the incident and backscattered signals from the 2µm-diameter SiC sphere when receding from the source of the incident signal, when
stationary, and when advancing toward the source of the incident signal. There
are noticeably fewer maxima and minima in the backscattered spectra than there
are for the 20-µm-diameter sphere. In contrast to the 20-µm-diameter sphere, the
backscattered signal from the stationary 2-µm-diameter sphere is slightly blueshifted
relative to the incident signal. The backscattered signals from the receding and
advancing spheres are appreciably redshifted and blueshifted relative to the incident
signal, respectively.
Figure 3.7 shows the incident and backscattered signals from a 40-µm-diameter
SiC sphere for the same velocities as the other two sphere sizes. The backscattered
signals from this sphere have a longer duration than for the two smaller spheres, and
the time scale on the figure is adjusted accordingly. For all velocities considered, the
backscattered signal consists of an initial pulse return followed by longer secondary
return. The shape and amplitude of the secondary return varies considerably with
velocity. When the sphere is receding from the source of the incident signal, the
peak amplitude of the backscattered signal occurs during the secondary return. For
all other velocities considered, the peak amplitude occurs during the initial return.
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Figure 3.4: Normalized spectra of the incident and backscattered signals in K 0 from a 20-µm-diameter SiC sphere for
v = βcẑ 0 , β ∈ {0.2, 0, −0.2}
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Figure 3.5: Same as Fig. 3.2 but for a 2-µm-diameter SiC
sphere.
The spectra of the incident and backscattered signals from a 40-µm-diameter
SiC sphere with v = 0.2cẑ 0 , v = 0, and v = −0.2cẑ 0 are shown in Fig. 3.8. The
spectra of the backscattered signal from the receding sphere is redshifted, as it
was for the other two sphere sizes. The stationary sphere’s backscattered signal
is slightly redshifted relative to the incident signal, while the advancing sphere’s
†
This subsection is partially based: on T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F.
Bohren, Physical Review A, 96, 053839 (2017).
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Figure 3.6: Same as Fig. 3.4 but for a 2-µm-diameter SiC
sphere.
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Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.2 but for a 40-µm-diameter SiC
sphere.
backscattered signal is blueshifted. For all three velocities, the spectra of the
backscattered signals have many closely spaced minima and maxima.
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Figure 3.8: Same as Fig. 3.4 but for a 40-µm-diameter SiC
sphere.
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3.3.2 Total Energy Cross Sections of Nano-Scale Spheres

†

In this subsection, I present total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy
extincition cross sections of homogeneous, nano-scale spheres with diameter d
ranging from 10 to 500 nm. The electric and magnetic fields of the incident
signal are given by Eqs. (3.1). The electrical size of the sphere in terms of carrier
wavelengths in K is defined as ξ = πd/λc , where λc is the carrier wavelength
of the incident signal in K. I computed Q0sca , Q0abs , and Q0ext for spheres made
of silver, gold, aluminum, and SiC with velocities v = βcẑ 0 ; β ∈ [−0.9, 0.9] and
v = ±βcx̂0 ; β ∈ [0, 0.9]. I used frequency-dependent constitutive parameters from
Hagemann et al. for silver, gold, and aluminum [52] and from Larruquert et al.
for SiC [53]. The constitutive parameters for all materials were obtained from the
online database at http://www.refractiveindex.info. Figure 3.9 shows the real
part of the relative permittivity of silver, gold, aluminum, and SiC, and Fig. 3.10
shows the imaginary part of the relative permittivity of all four materials.
Figure 3.11 shows the normalized energy cross sections in K 0 for a silver sphere
as functions of diameter and velocity. In the top three panels, the sphere is
advancing directly toward or receding directly from the source of the incident
signal with v = βcẑ 0 ; β ∈ [−0.9, 0.9]. The sphere moves transversely to the
direction of propagation of the incident signal in K 0 with v = ±βcx̂0 ; β ∈ [0, 0.9]
in the bottom three panels. The carrier wavelength of the incident signal in K 0 is
λ0c = c/νc0 = 550 nm, and the width parameter of the Gaussian function in K 0 is
σ 0 = 1.833 fs. Q0sca and Q0ext rise rapidly when ξ increases from 0.2π to 0.3π. All
three cross sections, Q0sca , Q0abs , and Q0ext are high in a region around d ≈ 100 nm,
v ≈ −0.3cẑ 0 .
Figure 3.12 shows Q0sca , Q0abs , and Q0ext for a silver sphere when the carrier
frequency and width parameter of the incident signal are λ0c = 1100 nm and
σ 0 = 3.67 fs. Both Q0sca and Q0ext rise rapidly as ξ increases from 0.2π to 0.3π.
For this incident signal, all three cross sections in K 0 are high in a region around
d ≈ 100 nm, v = −0.8cẑ 0 . The total energy scattering cross section Q0sca takes on
higher values for the λ0c = 1100 nm incident signal than it did for the λ0c = 550 nm
incident signal in Fig. 3.11.
Q0sca , Q0abs , and Q0ext of a uniformly translating gold sphere are shown in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.9: Real part of the relative permittivity of silver (Ag),
gold (Au), aluminum (Al) [52], and SiC [53].
The carrier wavelength λ0c = 550 nm and the width parameter σ 0 = 1.83 fs. As with
the silver sphere, Q0sca and Q0ext rise rapidly when ξ increases from 0.2π to 0.3π.
The values of Q0abs and Q0ext are high in the regime where v ≈ 0, d ≈ 100 nm, but
Q0sca has its highest value near v = −0.9cẑ 0 , d ≈ 70 nm.
The normalized energy cross sections in K 0 of an aluminum sphere for an
incident signal with λ0c = 550 nm and σ 0 = 1.83 fs are presented in Fig. 3.14. Q0sca
takes on much greater values for aluminum than for silver or gold, so the scale for
Q0sca differs from the figures for those metals. All three cross sections, Q0sca , Q0abs ,
and Q0ext , are highest in the regime where d ≈ 30 nm, v ≈ −0.9cẑ 0 .
Figure 3.15 shows Q0sca , Q0abs , and Q0ext for a SiC sphere with λ0c = 550 nm and
σ 0 = 1.83 fs. All three cross sections increase rapidly as ξ goes from 0.2π to 0.3π.
Q0sca is greatest in the regime around v ≈ −0.9cẑ 0 , d ≈ 70 nm. Q0abs and Q0ext take
on high values along ξ = 0.3π.
A comparison of Figs. 3.11, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 reveals the dependence of
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Figure 3.10: Imaginary part of the relative permittivity of
silver (Ag), gold (Au), aluminum (Al) [52], and SiC [53].
the normalized energy cross sections in K 0 on the constitutive parameters of the
sphere’s material. Both the peak values of the cross sections and diameter and
velocity at which the peak values occur depend strongly on the material type. Thus,
incorporation of the appropriate frequency-dependent constitutive parameters is
crucial to accurate computation of the cross sections.
For all materials considered, Q0ext 6= Q0sca + Q0abs in general when v 6= 0. The
inequality is most pronounced when the sphere advances toward the source of the
incident signal.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized total energy scattering (Q0sca ), energy
absorption (Q0abs ), and energy extinction (Q0ext ) cross sections
of a uniformly translating silver sphere as functions of velocity
and diameter. The carrier wavelength and width parameter
of the incident signal are λ0c = 550 nm and σ 0 = 1.83 fs,
respectively. Solid and dashed red lines denote where the
electrical size of the sphere in carrier wavelengths in K is
ξ = 0.2π and ξ = 0.3π, respectively
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Figure 3.12: Same as Fig. 3.11 but for λ0c = 1100 nm.

Figure 3.13: Same as Fig. 3.11 but for a gold sphere.
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Figure 3.14: Same as Fig. 3.11 but for an aluminum sphere.

Figure 3.15: Same as Fig. 3.11 but for a SiC sphere.
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Chapter 4 |
Scattering by Uniformly Moving Rods and Disks∗
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is focused on electromagnetic scattering by disks and rods uniformly
translating at relativistic speeds. As with the homogeneous spheres in Chapter 3,
I used the frame-hopping method developed in Chapter 2 to compute the signals
scattered by these objects. Unlike the sphere, there is no analytical solution for
plane wave scattering by rods and disks, so numerical methods must be used to
compute the fields of the scattered signals in K. I computed the results in this
chapter using XFdtd [28].
A homogeneous sphere’s geometry is completely specified by its diameter. In
contrast, the geometry of a rod (disk) is specified by diameter, length (or thickness)
and orientation. The orientation of the rod (disk) in K is specified by a unit
vector n̂, as shown in Fig. 4.1. This chapter contains numerical results for a
1-µm-diameter, 10-µm-long SiC rod and a 20-µm-diameter, 1-µm-thick SiC disk.
The electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal are given by Eqs. (3.1),
with the carrier frequency νc0 = 20 THZ and σ 0 = 50 fs. As with the SiC sphere
in Section 3.3.1, the relative permittivity of SiC was taken to be described by a
single-oscillator Lorentz model with paremeters given by Bohren and Huffman
[pp. 241–244] [11]. The backscattered signals and the total energy scattering cross
∗

This chapter is partially based on: T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F.
Bohren, Applied Optics, 56, 6206–6213 (2017).
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Figure 4.1: Rod (A) and Disk (B) in K with normal unit
vector n̂.
sections were computed for n̂ = x̂, n̂ = ŷ, and n̂ = ẑ for both objects. For
each orientation and object, backscattered signals and total energy scattering cross
sections were computed for v = 0.2cẑ 0 , v = −0.2cẑ 0 , v = 0.2cx̂0 , and v = 0.2cŷ 0
and compared with the backscattered signal and total energy scattering cross
section of the same object and orientation when stationary.

4.2 Backscattered Signals from Silicon-Carbide Disks
and Rods
4.2.1 Backscattered Signals from Silicon-Carbide Rod
Fig. 4.2 shows the incident and backscattered signals from the SiC rod with n̂ = x̂.
With this orientation, the rod’s axis is aligned with the electric field of the incident
signal in K for all velocities considered, except for v = 0.2cx̂0 . When the velocity
is in the x-direction, the incident electric field in K is rotated 11.5◦ from the rod’s
axis.
The backscattered signals when v = 0.2cx̂0 and v = 0.2cŷ 0 are very similar to
the backscattered signal from the stationary rod, although the peak amplitude
is reduced slightly in both cases. When the rod recedes from the source of the
incident signal at v = 0.2cẑ 0 , the backscattered signal is similar to a Doppler-shifted
version of the incident signal, and the peak amplitude is reduced relative to the
backscattered signal from the stationary rod. When the rod advances toward the
source of the incident signal, the backscattered signal consists of an initial pulse
followed by a sequence of pulses with diminishing amplitude. The peak amplitude
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Figure 4.2: Amplitude-normalized incident and backscattered
signals in K 0 from a 1-µm-diameter, 10-µm-long SiC rod with
n̂ = x̂. Each backscattered signal is the −x0 -directed component of the electric field multiplied by the radial distance r0
from the origin and divided by a normalization constant such
that its peak amplitude is unity. The normalization constant
α is printed above each panel. The duration of the v = 0.2cẑ 0
signal is shorter than the other signals, because the XFdtd
simulation converged more quickly for that velocity than the
others.
of the backscattered signal is increased relative to that of the stationary rod.
The incident and backscattered signals from the SiC rod oriented with n̂ = ŷ
are shown in Fig. 4.3. With this orientation, the electric field of the incident signal
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is perpendicular to the rod’s axis in K. The peak amplitude of the backscattered
signals in K 0 are about an order of magnitude lower than those from the rod
oriented with n̂ = x̂. The backscattered signals when the velocity is transverse to
the propagation direction of the incident signal (v = 0.2cx̂0 and v = 0.2cŷ 0 ) are
similar in shape and magnitude to the backscattered signal from the stationary rod.
When the rod is receding from the source of the incident signal, the backscattered
signal is essentially an inverted copy of the incident pulse that has been stretched in
the time domain by the Doppler effect. The backscattered signal’s peak amplitude
in this case is reduced compared to that of the stationary rod. The peak amplitude
of the backscattered signal increases when the rod is advancing toward the source
of the incident signal. The shape of the backscattered signal is also altered.
The backscattered signals from the rod with n̂ = ẑ are presented in Fig. 4.4.
The backscattered signals in this case are the lowest of the three orientations
considered. The peak amplitudes are roughly two orders of magnitude less than
those of the backscattered signals from the rod with n̂ = x̂. For this orientation,
there is a notable difference between the backscattered signals when v = 0.2cx̂0
and v = 0.2cŷ 0 . When v = 0.2cŷ 0 , the backscattered signal is similar in shape and
amplitude to the backscattered signal from the stationary rod. The backscattered
signal When v = 0.2cx̂0 , the electric field of the incident signal in K is rotated by
11.5◦ from the x̂ axis toward the ẑ axis, such that a component of the incident
electric field is aligned with rod’s axis in K. This increases the amplitude of the
backscattered signal relative to that of the stationary rod and alters the shape of
the signal as well.
As with the other two orientations, the peak amplitude of the backscattered
signal decreases when the rod recedes from and increases when the rod advances
toward the source of the incident signal. When the rod is receding, the backscattered
signal is a single pulse return followed by a relatively low amplitude sinusoid with
decreasing amplitude. The backscattered signal consists of a series of overlapping
pulse returns when the rod advances toward the source of the incident signal.

4.2.2 Backscattered Signals from Silicon-Carbide Disk
Figure 4.5 shows the incident and backscattered signals from a 20-µm-diameter,
1-µm-thick SiC disk with n̂ = ẑ. In this orientation, the disk’s broad side is
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Figure 4.3: Same as Fig. 4.2 but for the SiC rod with n̂ = ŷ.
normal to the propagation direction of the incident signal in K when stationary
and when advancing or receding directly toward or away from the source of the
incident signal. The backscattered signals for this orientation have the greatest
peak amplitudes of the three orientations considered. The peak amplitudes are
about an order of magnitude larger than those of the SiC rod with n̂ = x̂. As
with the rod, the backscattered signal when the disk recedes from the source of
the incident signal consists of a single return pulse that is similar in shape to the
incident signal except for being stretched in time due to the Doppler effect. The
backscattered signal in this case is followed by a relatively low amplitude sinusoid of
diminishing amplitude. When the disk advances toward the source of the incident
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Figure 4.4: Same as Fig. 4.2 but for the SiC rod with n̂ = ẑ.
signal, the peak amplitude of the backscattered signal is increased relative to that
of the stationary disk. When v = 0.2cx̂0 and v = 0.2cŷ 0 , the backscattered signals
are similar in amplitude and shape to the backscattered signal from the stationary
disk.
The incident and backscattered signals from the SiC disk oriented such that
n̂ = ŷ are shown in Fig. 4.6. For this orientation, the incident electric field in K
is parallel to the plane of the disk. The peak amplitudes of these backscattered
signals are roughly an order of magnitude smaller than those of the ẑ-oriented disk.
The durations of the backscattered signals are greater for the ŷ-oriented disk than
for the ẑ-oriented disk. When the disk recedes from the source of the incident
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Figure 4.5: Amplitude-normalized incident and backscattered
signals in K 0 from a 20-µm-diameter, 1-µm-thick SiC disk
with n̂ = ẑ. Each backscattered signal is the −x0 -directed
component of the electric field multiplied by the radial distance
r0 from the origin and divided by a normalization constant such
that its peak amplitude is unity. The normalization constant
α is printed above each panel.
signal with v = 0.2cẑ 0 , the peak amplitude of the backscattered signal increases
relative to that from the stationary disk, even though the transformation decreases
the amplitude of the incident signal in K. The transformation of the incident signal
from K 0 to K shifts the spectrum of the incident signal to a frequency range at
which the disk has a greater scattering response. The increase in the backscattering
response is great enough to overcome the decrease in amplitude of the incident
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Figure 4.6: Same as Fig. 4.5 but for the SiC disk with n̂ = ŷ.
and backscattered signals caused by the Lorentz transformation. When the disk
advances towards the source of the incident signal, the peak amplitude of the
backscattered signal also increases relative to the backscattered signal from the
stationary rod.
The shape and amplitude backscattered signals depend on the direction of the
velocity when the velocity is transverse to the propagation direction of the incident
signal. When v = 0.2cx̂0 , the peak amplitude of the backscattered signal occurs
during the first returned pulse. However, when v = 0.2cŷ 0 , the backscattered
signal’s peak amplitude occurs later, during the secondary return.
Figure 4.7 presents the incident and backscattered signals from the x̂-oriented
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disk. The backscattered signals for this orientation have the lowest peak amplitudes
of the three orientations considered. They are about two orders of magnitude lower
than the peak amplitudes for the ẑ-oriented disk. The x̂-oriented disk is aligned
such that the electric field of the incident signal in K is normal to the plane of
the disk. The exception is for v = 0.2cx̂0 , when the transformation of the incident
signal from K 0 to K rotates the incident electric field such that a component of it
is in the plane of the disk.
As with most of the other orientations of both the disk and the rod (the exception
being the ŷ-oriented disk, the peak amplitude of the backscattered signal decreases
when the disk recedes from and increases when the disk advances toward the source
of the incident signal. For this orientation, the shape of the backscattered signals
for v = 0.2cx̂0 and for v = 0.2cŷ 0 differ from each other and from that of the
stationary disk.

4.3 Total Energy Scattering Cross Sections of SiliconCarbide Rods and Disks
I computed the total energy scattering cross sections for SiC rods and disks using
0
XFdtd. I computed Wsca
by numerically evaluating the integral in Eq. (2.37) using
15-point Gauss–Kronrod quadrature [54, pp. 153–155] [55] over θ0 and 16-point
0
rectangular integration [54] over φ0 . I computed Ŭsca
(θ0 , φ0 ) in each scattering
direction by numerically evaluating the integral in Eq. (2.35) using rectangular
integration.

4.3.1 Total Energy Scattering Cross Sections of Silicon-Carbide
Rod
0
Table 4.1 presents the total energy scattering cross sections Csca
of the 10-µm-long,
1-µm-diameter SiC rod for three orientations: n̂ = x̂, n̂ = ŷ, and n̂ = ẑ. The total
energy scattering cross sections of the ŷ- and ẑ-oriented rods decrease when the rod
recedes from the source of the incident signal and increase when the rod advances
toward the source of the incident signal. However, the total energy scattering cross
section of the x̂-oriented rod decreases whether it is advancing toward or receding
from the source of the incident signal. When the rod moves transversely to the
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Figure 4.7: Same as Fig. 4.5 but for the SiC disk with n̂ = x̂.
propagation direction of the incident signal, the total energy scattering cross section
of the rod increases for all orientions. In most cases, the change is smaller when
the motion is transverse to the propagation direction of the incident signal than
when the motion is coparallel with or antiparallel to the propagation direction.
However, for the velocities considered, the total energy scattering cross section of
the ẑ-oriented rod experiences its largest change relative to the stationary case
when v = 0.2cx̂0 . This may be understood by considering the effect of the Lorentz
transformation on the electric field of the incident signal in K. When v = 0.2cx̂0 ,
the electric field of the incident signal has a component in the ẑ direction, aligned
with the axis of the rod. This increases the scattering response of the rod. For all
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Table 4.1: Total energy scattering cross sections of a SiC rod
0
n̂
v Csca
(µm2 ) Q0sca
% Change
x̂
0
67.1
6.71
0
x̂
0.2cẑ
18.8
1.88
-72.0%
x̂ −0.2cẑ 0
50.8
5.08
-24.3%
0
x̂
0.2cx̂
67.2
6.72
+0.1%
x̂
0.2cŷ 0
71.6
7.16
+6.7%
ŷ
0
0.401
0.04
0
ŷ
0.2cẑ
0.122
0.01
-69.6%
ŷ −0.2cẑ 0
2.08
0.21
+418.7%
ŷ
0.2cx̂0
0.475
0.05
+18.5%
0
ŷ
0.2cŷ
0.472
0.05
+17.7%
ẑ
0
0.590
0.75
0
ẑ
0.2cẑ
0.104
0.13
-82.4%
ẑ −0.2cẑ 0
1.88
2.39
+218.6%
ẑ
0.2cx̂0
2.28
2.90
+286.4%
0
ẑ
0.2cŷ
0.708
0.90
+20.0%
v is the velocity of the rod
0
is the total energy scattering cross section in K 0
Csca
Q0sca is the normalized total energy scattering cross section in K 0
% Change is the difference from the v = 0 case of the given orientation

other velocities considered, Êinc ⊥ ẑ.
The total energy scattering cross section of the rod may decrease if the Lorentz
transformation steers the incident signal into a null in the bistatic scattering pattern
in K. Fig. 4.8 shows the SiC rod rotated 11.5◦ from the z axis with n̂ in the xz
plane. The total energy scattering cross section of the rod decreases by 71.0%
relative to the stationary rod when v = 0.2cx̂0 but increases by 245.5% when
v = −0.2cx̂0 . With this orientation, a component of the electric field of the incident
signal is aligned with the rod in K when the rod is stationary. When v = 0.2cx̂0 ,
the electric field of the incident signal in K is perpendicular to the rod’s axis. In
contrast, the portion of the incident electric field parallel to the rod’s axis increases
compared with the stationary case when v = −0.2cx̂0 .
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Figure 4.8: SiC rod rotated such that the angle between ẑ and
n̂ is 11.5◦ .

4.3.2 Total Energy Scattering Cross Section of a Silicon-Carbide
Disk
0
Table 4.2 contains the total energy scattering cross sections Csca
of the 20-µmdiameter, 1-µm-thick SiC disk with n̂ = x̂, n̂ = ŷ, and n̂ = ẑ. Of the three
0
orientations considered, Csca
is largest for the ẑ-oriented disk. As with the rod, the
change to total energy scattering cross section is generally greatest when the disk
is moving directly toward or away from the source of the incident signal. However,
0
0
there is not a simple relationship between the velocity and the change to Csca
. Csca
of the x̂-oriented disk decreases when the disk advances toward or recedes from the
0
source of the incident signal. For the ŷ-oriented disk, Csca
increases when the disk
advances and decreases when it recedes. The opposite happens for the ẑ-oriented
0
disk. For that orientation, Csca
decreases when the disk recedes from and increases
when the disk advances toward the source of the incident signal. For all orientations
0
considered, the Csca
either increases or remains unchanged when the disk moved
transversely to the propagation direction of the incident signal.
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Table 4.2: Total energy scattering cross sections of a SiC disk
0
n̂
v Csca
[(µm)2 ] Q0sca
% Change
x̂
0
139
6.95
x̂
0.2cẑ 0
35.3
1.77
-74.5%
x̂ −0.2cẑ 0
107
5.35
-23.0%
0
x̂
0.2cx̂
166
8.30
+19.4%
x̂
0.2cŷ 0
144
7.20
+3.6%
ŷ
0
324
16.2
0
ŷ
0.2cẑ
360
18.0
+11.1%
ŷ −0.2cẑ 0
319
16.0
-1.2%
0
ŷ
0.2cx̂
324
16.2
0%
ŷ
0.2cŷ 0
343
17.2
+5.9%
ẑ
0
641
2.04
0
ẑ
0.2cẑ
459
1.46
-28.4%
ẑ −0.2cẑ 0
767
2.44
+19.7%
ẑ
0.2cx̂0
650
2.07
+1.4%
0
ẑ
0.2cŷ
648
2.06
+1.1%
v is the velocity of the disk
0
Csca
is the total energy scattering cross section in K 0
0
Qsca is the normalized total energy scattering cross section in K 0
% Change is the difference from the v = 0 case of the given orientation
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Chapter 5 |
Scattering by Arbitrarily Shaped
Objects∗
The methods developed in Chapter 2 may be applied to objects of any shape.
To demonstrate this, I computed scattering by a metallic model spacecraft that
is similar in shape to the USS Enterprise from the Star Trek television and film
series [29]. The model spacecraft was 8.4 cm long and 5.0 cm wide. The orientation
of the model spacecraft in K is described by vectors n̂ and m̂ in Fig. 5.1.
The incident signal in K 0 is a plane wave traveling in the ẑ 0 direction with its
electric field aligned with the x0 axis and its amplitude modulated by a Gaussian
pulse. The electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal in K 0 are given by
∗

This chapter is partially based on: T. J. Garner, A. Lakhtakia, J. K. Breakall, and C. F.
Bohren, Applied Optics, 56, 6206–6213 (2017).

Figure 5.1: Model spacecraft with orientation unit vectors n̂
and m̂ in K.
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Eqs. (3.1) with carrier frequency νc0 = 20 GHz and the width parameter of the
Gaussian function σ 0 = 50 ps. The material of the spacecraft was modeled in K
as a metal with infinite electrical conductivity. This approximation is appropriate
at frequencies well below the damping frequency of common metals [56]. The
infinite-conductivity approximation also allows the spacecraft to serve as a scale
model for scattering by larger spacecraft if the spectral content of the incident
signal is shifted accordingly [57].
I computed the signals backscattered from the model spacecraft for various
combinations of velocity and orientation. I considered only cases with m̂ k v to
limit the number of permutations, although in principle, the spacecraft’s velocity
as viewed by an observer in another reference frame could be in any direction. As
with the silicon-carbide rod and disk in Chapter 4, I used XFdtd [28] to compute
the scattered signals in K.
Figure 5.2 shows backscattered signals from the spacecraft advancing toward the
source of the incident signal. Figure 5.2A shows the orientation of the spacecraft
relative to the propagation direction and electric field direction of the incident signal.
For this figure, the spacecraft’s orientation vectors are m̂ = −ẑ, and n̂ = x̂. Figure
5.2B shows the incident signal, and Figs. 5.2C through E show the amplitudenormalized backscattered signals for v = 0, v = −0.2cẑ 0 , and v = −0.9cẑ 0 ,
respectively. The normalization constant is printed on each panel. The shapes
of the backscattered signals are similar for v = 0 and v = −0.2cẑ 0 , although the
Doppler effect compresses the signal in time for the latter case. The peak amplitude
of the backscattered signal increases with increasing speed toward the source and is
roughly three orders of magnitude greater when v = −0.9cẑ 0 than when the model
spacecraft is stationary. At v = −0.9cẑ 0 , the carrier frequency of the incident signal
in K is νc = 87.2 GHz and the carrier wavelength is λc = 3.44 mm. When the
spacecraft advances toward the source of the incident signal at v = −0.9cẑ 0 , the
backscattered signal has additional pulses before and after the strongest two pulses.
Each of these return pulses may be due to scattering from the various components
of the model spacecraft.
Backscattered signals from the model spacecraft facing away from the source
of the incident signal and receding at v = 0.2cẑ 0 , v = 0.9cẑ 0 , and v = 0.99cẑ 0
are presented in Fig. 5.3. The peak amplitude of the backscattered signal when
the spacecraft recedes at v = 0.99cẑ 0 is six orders of magnitude less than when
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Figure 5.2: Backscattered signals from spacecraft advancing
toward the source of the incident signal. (A) Orientation of
the spacecraft and incident signal. (B) Electric field of the
interrogating signal. (C) Backscattered signal from spacecraft
facing away from source while stationary. (D), (E) Backscattered signals from the spacecraft advancing directly toward
the source at different velocities.
the spacecraft is stationary. At this velocity, the Doppler effect shifts the carrier
wavelength of the incident signal in K from νc0 = 20 GHz to νc = 1.42 GHz.
Figure 5.4 shows the backscattered signals from the model spacecraft moving
transversely to the propagation direction of the incident signal in K 0 in various orientations. In Figs. 5.4B through G, the left plot in each row shows the backscattered
signal when the model spacecraft is stationary in K 0 in the given orientation, the
plot on the right side of the row shows the backscattered signal when the spacecraft
moves with |v| = 0.9c. The orientation of the spacecraft in K is shown in the center
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Figure 5.3: Backscattered signals from spacecraft receding
from the source of the incident signal. (A) Orientation of
the spacecraft and incident signal. (B) Electric field of the
interrogating signal. (C) Backscattered signal from spacecraft
facing away from source while stationary. (D - F) Backscattered
signals from the spacecraft receding from the source at different
velocities.
panel of each row. The change in peak amplitude of the backscattered signals is
much less when the spacecraft moves transversely than when it advances directly
toward or recedes directly from the source of the incident signal. However, the
0
backscattered signal does differ in shape when v ⊥ q̂inc
, particularly in Figs. 5.4D
69

and 5.4G.
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Figure 5.4: Backscattered signals from model spacecraft moving transversely to the propagation direction of the incident
signal in K 0 . (A) Electric field of the interrogating signal.
(B-G) Left Panel: Backscattered signals from stationary model
spacecraft with given orientation while stationary. Center
Panel: Orientation of model spacecraft in K. Right Panel:
Backscattered signal from spacecraft moving at 0.9c in given
direction.
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Chapter 6 |
Scattering by Uniformly Moving Inhomogeneous Objects∗
The scattering objects studied in the previous chapters were all homogeneous,
although they were of various shapes, sizes, and materials. In order to demonstrate
the generality of the research undertaken by me, I investigated scattering by
regularly inhomogenous objects. I chose concentrically layered spheres, for which
analytical solutions to plane wave scattering exist [58, 59], as example objects. I
computed the energy cross sections of hollow gold nanospheres as functions of inner
diameter and for a three-layered silicate particle that has been used to explain
infrared extinction due to interstellar dust [60].
As in previous chapters, the incident signal for is a pulsed plane wave whose
amplitude is modulated by a Gaussian function. In K 0 , the incident signal travels
in the ẑ 0 direction with its electric field aligned with the x0 axis, and its electric
and magnetic fields are given by Eqs. (3.1).
As with the solution for scattering from homogenous spheres in Chapter 3,
I computed the electromagnetic fields of the scattered signals by transforming
the incident signal to the frequency domain and solving for the scattered electric
and magnetic field phasors at each frequency. I computed the normalized power
extinction cross sections Q̃ext (λ) and the normalized power absorption cross sections
Q̃abs (λ) directly from the bn and an coefficients of the Lorenz–Mie series solution in
K. For the hollow gold nanospheres, I computed the coefficients using expressions
∗
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for a coated sphere from Bohren and Huffman [11, Sec. 8.1]. For the three-layered
sphere, I used expressions for bn and an from Shore [61] for a concentrically layered
sphere with an arbitrary number of layers to compute the coefficients.
0
The total scattered energy Wsca
in K 0 was computed from the time-domain
scattered signals in each direction following the procedure in Sec. 2.4.2. The
scattered energy density was numerically integrated with 41-point Gauss–Kronrod
quadrature [54, pp. 153–155], [55] over θ0 and 32-point rectangular integration [54]
over φ0 .

6.1 Hollow Gold Nanospheres
I computed the normalized energy extinction (Q0ext ), energy absorption (Q0abs ),
and total energy scattering (Q0sca ) cross sections for a hollow gold nanosphere as
functions of inner diameter and velocity. The outer diameter of the sphere was fixed
at 50 nm. The constitutive parameters for gold were taken from measured data
published by Hagemann et al. [52]. In K 0 , the carrier wavelength of the incident
signal λ0c = c/νc0 = 550 nm, and the width parameter of the Gaussian function
σ 0 = 1.833 fs.
Figure 6.1 shows the normalized energy cross sections in K 0 of the hollow gold
nanosphere as functions of velocity and inner diameter. All three cross sections,
Q0ext , Q0abs , and Q0sca , are high when the sphere advances toward the source of the
incident signal at speeds approaching c. This occurs because the Doppler shift
increases the electrical size of the sphere in K at these velocities. Q0ext , Q0abs , and
Q0sca are near zero when the sphere recedes from the source at speeds approaching c,
because the electrical size of the sphere in K goes to zero. Q0ext and Q0abs also have
high values in the regime where the inner diameter ranges from about 34–48 nm and
the sphere recedes from the source of the incident signal at velocities ranging from
0 to 0.3cẑ 0 . The cause of this high-Q0ext regime may be understood by considering
the normalized power extinction cross section Q̃ext (λ) in K, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
As the inner diameter increases, the strength of the localized surface plasmon
resonance [62, Sec. 2.4.1] increases and its wavelength shifts from about 515 nm to
about 955 nm. Q0ext has a maximum when the Doppler shift causes the spectral
content of the incident signal in K to coincide with the localized surface plasmon
resonance.
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Figure 6.1: Normalized energy extinction (Q0ext ), energy absorption (Q0abs ), and total energy scattering (Q0sca ) cross sections
in K 0 for a hollow gold nanosphere with outer diameter of
50 nm. The normalized cross sections are plotted as functions
of velocity and inner diameter.
Bulk permittivity becomes inapplicable to a metal shell whose thickness T is less
than the mean free path of electrons in the bulk metal. Therefore, I also computed
the normalized energy cross sections of a hollow gold sphere using a modified
permittivity for small spheres given by Kreibig and Fragstein [63]. In a particle
whose linear dimensions are on the order of the mean free path, free electrons may
collide with the edges as well as the lattice defects in the material [62, pp. 78–85].
The collisions with the boundary decrease the mean free path and increase the
collision frequency in the Drude model of the permittivity.
If the frequency-dependent relative permittivity of bulk gold given by Hagemann
et al. [52] is a combination of a Drude component and a bound-electron component,
it may be written as,
bulk (ν) = bound (ν) + Drude,bulk (ν).
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(6.1)

Figure 6.2: Power extinction cross section [Q̃ext (λ)] in K of
50-nm hollow gold nanosphere for various inner diameters. The
locations of the localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonances
are indicated for each inner diameter.
The Drude component of this relative permittivity is [56, Eq. 2]
Drude,bulk (ν) = −

νp2
ν 2 + iνντ,bulk

(6.2)

with plasma frequency νp = 2.17 × 1015 s−1 and collision frequency ντ,bulk =
6.48 × 1012 s−1 [56, Table 1]. In a solid, homogenous sphere of radius R, the
collision frequency becomes [63, Eq. (10)] [64, Eq. (3.24)]
ντ,sphere = ντ,bulk +

vF
,
2πR

(6.3)

where for gold, the Fermi velocity vF = 2πl∞ ντ,bulk = 1.709 × 106 m s−1 as the
mean free path l∞ = 42 nm [62, Table 2.3]. I used the correction for the collision
frequency
vF
ντ,shell = ντ,bulk +
.
(6.4)
2πT
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Also, I corrected the relative permittivity by replacing the Drude component for
the bulk material with the Drude component for the shell

where

shell (ν) = bound (ν) + Drude,shell (ν),

(6.5)

νp2
Drude,shell (ν) = ∞ − 2
.
ν + iνντ,shell

(6.6)

Numerical results with the relative permittivity of gold adjusted for the reduction
in mean free path are shown in Fig. 6.3. The mean-free-path correction reduces
the strength of the localized surface plasmon resonance, which leads to a reduction
in Q0ext when the sphere directly recedes from the source and the inner diameter
approaches the outer diameter. Figure 6.4 shows the reduction in the strength of
the localized surface plasmon resonances in K when the relative permittivity of
gold is corrected for the reduction in mean free path. The reduction is greatest for
the thinnest sphere, whose inner diameter is 48 nm. For this inner diameter, the
mean-free-path correction reduces the peak value of Qext (λ) at the localized surface
plasmon resonance from 5.1 to 0.6, and shifts the location of the peak from 955 nm
to 890 nm. The correction also increases the value of Qext (λ) at wavelengths longer
than the resonance.

6.2 Three-Layered Olivine-Silicate Particle
I also computed the normalized energy cross sections of a three-layered sphere
that has been proposed as a candidate to explain infrared extinction caused by
interstellar dust [60, Model 25]. The core of the particle is a 342-nm diameter
olivine-silicate (MgFeSiO4 ) sphere, the middle layer is 3 nm thick and is made
of a porous material, and the outermost layer is a 3-nm-thick shell of magnetite
(Fe3 O4 ). I used measured constitutive parameters for olivine silicate [65] and for
magnetite [66]. The porous material was modeled as free space. Figure 6.5 shows
the real part of the relative permittivity of olivine silicate and magnetite, and Fig.
6.6 shows the imaginary part of the relative permittivity of both materials.
The carrier wavelength of the incident signal in K 0 is λ0c = 10 µm, and the
width parameter of the Gaussian function is σ 0 = 33.3 fs. In K, the olivine silicate
has localized surface phonon resonances [67] at λ = 9.7 µm and 18 µm [60]. Figure
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Figure 6.3: Normalized energy extinction cross section of a
50-nm outer-diameter hollow gold nanosphere as a function of
velocity and inner diameter. The permittivity of gold corrected
for the reduction in mean free path.
6.7 shows Q0ext , Q0abs , and Q0sca of the three-layered sphere as functions of velocity.
The top panel shows the energy cross sections when v = βcẑ 0 , β ∈ [−0.9, 0.9], and
the bottom panel shows the cross sections when v = ±βcx̂0 , β ∈ [0, 0.9].
When v = βcẑ 0 , Q0ext is close to a maximum when the object is stationary,
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Figure 6.4: Same as Fig. 6.2 but with the permittivity corrected for the mean-free-path reduction in the shell.
because the spectral content of the incident signal in K coincides with the silicate
resonance at 9.7 µm. As it recedes from the source with increasing velocity, Q0ext
decreases before increasing again to another local maximum at v = 0.5cẑ 0 . At this
velocity, the carrier wavelength λc in K is shifted to about 18 µm and overlaps
with the silicate resonance at 18 µm [60, Fig. 3]. All three cross sections decrease
and approach zero when the sphere recedes from the source of the incident signal
with speeds approaching c, because the electrical size of the sphere in K goes to
zero. When the sphere advances directly toward the source of the incident signal,
Q0ext first decreases with increasing speed, because the Doppler shift moves the
incident signal in K away from the silicate resonance at 9.7 µm. When the speed of
the advancing sphere increases beyond v ≈ −0.4cẑ 0 , Q0ext , Q0abs , and Q0sca increase
because the Doppler shift increases the electrical size of the sphere in K.
When the sphere moves along the x0 axis, i.e., perpendicular to the incident
signal’s direction of propagation, Q0ext decreases as the speed increases before
beginning to rise again at about v = ±0.8cx̂0 . This occurs because the transverse
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Figure 6.5: Real part of the relative permittivity of olivine
silicate (MgFeSiO4 ) [65] and magnetite (Fe3 O4 ) [66].
Doppler effect shifts the spectral content of the incident signal to shorter wavelengths
in K, away from the 9.7-µm silicate resonance. Q0ext , Q0abs , and Q0sca begin to increase
when the sphere moves in the ±x0 direction with v = ±0.8cx̂0 .
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Figure 6.6: Imaginary part of the relative permittivity of olivine
silicate (MgFeSiO4 ) and magnetite (Fe3 O4 ).
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Figure 6.7: Normalized energy extinction (Q0ext ), energy absorption Q0abs , and total energy scattering Q0sca cross sections
of a three-layered olivine-silicate particle.
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Chapter 7 |
Summary and Future Work
7.1 Summary
The objectives of this dissertation were (1) to compute time-domain signals scattered
by uniformly translating objects to determine the effects of velocity, composition,
size, shape, and orientation on the scattered signals and (2) to define and compute
total energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections of
uniformly translating objects. The key results of this dissertation are:
• Signals scattered by a relativistically moving object depend on the object’s
velocity.
• Size, shape, orientation, and composition may all have an appreciable effect
on scattered signals and on energy cross sections.
• The changes to the backscattered signal relative to the incident signal are
much more complex than a simple Doppler shift in frequency.
• The duration of the scattered signal may be much longer than the duration
of the incident pulse.
• Even for a stationary object, the peak of the backscattered signal’s spectrum
may be red or blueshifted relative to the peak of the incident signal’s spectrum.
• The energy absorption and energy extinction cross sections are Lorentz
invariant, but the total energy scattering cross section is not.
• The forward-scattering theorem [46, 47] applies only to objects at rest.
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Chapter 2 developed the analytical methods used to compute both the signals
scattered by and the energy cross sections of uniformly translating objects. The
frame-hopping technique developed in Chapter 2 was used to compute scattering
by uniformly translating homogenous spheres, disks, rods, a model spacecraft, and
concentrically layered spheres. The results show that signals scattered by a uniformly
translating object depend strongly on the object’s velocity, orientation, shape, size,
and constitutive parameters. The amplitude and envelope of the backscattered
signal from an object moving at relativistic speeds can differ appreciably from the
backscattered signal from the same object at rest.
The energy extinction and energy absorption cross sections were analytically
proved to be Lorentz invariant, but numerical results showed that the total energy
scattering cross section is not Lorentz invariant. Because of this, the forward0
scattering theorem applies only to objects at rest. The difference between Wext
0
0
and Wabs
+ Wsca
is equal to the change in the object’s kinetic energy. The kinetic
energy of an object receding directly from the source of the incident signal must be
increased as a result of impingement by the incident signal, and the kinetic energy
of an object advancing directly toward the source of the incident signal must be
decreased.
Chapter 3 presented backscattered signals and energy cross sections of uniformly
translating, homogeneous spheres. It examined the effects of size and velocity on
backscattered signals from uniformly translating SiC spheres. It also examined the
relationship among size, velocity, and compostion and the energy scattering cross
sections of homogeneous nanoscale spheres. The results of Chapter 3 contributed
to both objectives of the dissertation by examining the effects of velocity, size, and
composition on backscattered signals and energy cross sections of homogeneous
spheres. For a SiC sphere, the backscattered signals depend strongly on the sphere’s
size and velocity. For silver, gold, aluminum, and SiC spheres, the energy cross
sections depend on the velocity, composition, and size of the sphere as well as on
the spectrum of the incident signal. Moreover, the forward-scattering theorem was
shown numerically not to hold for moving objects, as in general, Q0ext 6= Q0sca + Q0abs .
The backscattered signals and total energy scattering cross sections of rods
and disks were investigated in Chapter 4. That chapter explored the relationship
between orientation and scattering by uniformly translating objects. It contained
backscattered signals and total energy scattering cross sections of uniformly trans83

lating rods and disks. The geometry of a disk or rod is completely described in
K by its thickness or height, diameter, and orientation, in contrast to a sphere,
which is completely described by only its diameter. The backscattered signals and
total energy scattering cross sections of disks and rods were found to depend on
the orientation in K as well as on their velocities. In particular, a rod’s motion
could greatly increase or decrease its total energy scattering cross section when the
Lorentz transformation changed the direction of the electric field of the incident
signal relative to the axis of the rod in K.
Chapter 5 contributed to meeting the objectives of this dissertation by examining
the backscattered signals from a uniformly translating model spacecraft for various
orientations and velocities. Both the shape and amplitude of the backscattered
signals varied greatly with velocity and orientation. Chapter 5 demonstrated the
applicability of the methods developed in Chapter 2 to scattering by objects with
complex shapes.
Chapter 6 presented normalized energy cross sections of concentrically layered
spheres and showed the generality of the computational methods developed in
this dissertation. The cross sections of a hollow gold nanosphere with 50-nm
outer diameter as functions of inner diameter and velocity showed that motion
at relativistic speeds can affect the energy extinction cross section by shifting
the spectral content of the incident signal toward or away from localized surface
plasmon resonances in K. Computations of the normalized energy cross sections of
a three-layered olivine silicate particle showed that motion can change the energy
extinction cross section by shifting the spectral content of the incident signal toward
or away from localized surface phonon resonances in K.

7.2 Ideas for Future Work
The methods developed in this dissertation to compute scattered signals and
energy cross sections may readily be applied to scattering objects of any shape and
composition by using appropriate analytical or numerical techniques to compute the
scattered signals in K. Infinitely many permutations of size, shape, composition,
orientation, and velocity are possible, only a small subset of which could be
considered in this dissertation. Scattering by an object that is gigantic electrically
in its reference frame may also be computed using the frame-hopping method
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developed in this dissertation. Computation of the scattered signals in K by such
objects will require the use of methods such as physical optics or the uniform
theory of diffraction. Different incident signals may also be considered under the
framework developed in this dissertation.
A further extension of this dissertation would be to consider incident signals
that are not uniform pulsed plane waves. One possibility is scattering of a beam by
uniformly translating objects. The general field transformation equations apply to
any field configuration, but they would need to be applied to the specific incident
beam used. Another extension would be to compute scattering by multiple scatterers
rather than a single scatterer. This may be of particular interest in astronomy,
where deep space objects such as relativistic jets emit clouds of particles traveling
at relativistic velocties.
This research may also be applied to inverse scattering problems. A dictionary
of scattered signals from various objects, velocities, and orientations could be
generated and used by an artificial intelligence system to identify and characterize
unknown objects.
The preceding suggestions for future work require the same physics, the special
theory of relativity and classical electromagnetic theory, that were used in this
dissertation. Computation of scattering by objects that are accelerating or are in a
nonnegligible gravitational field would require the general theory of relativity. The
Lorentz transformation of spacetime variables and electromagnetic fields between
inertial reference frames would not apply, because either the object or the observer
(or both) would be in a non-inertial reference frame.
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Appendix A|
MATLAB Programs for Scattering Computations
This appendix contains MATLAB programs to compute the scattered signals and
energy cross sections. The first program computes scattered signals and the total
energy scattering, energy absorption, and energy extinction cross sections in K 0 and
in K a uniformly translating homogeneous sphere. The second progam computes
the same results as the first but for a concentrically layered sphere.

A.1 Program to Compute Scattered Signals from Uniformly Translating, Homogeneous Sphere
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

%Basic constants
e0 = 8.854e−12;
u0 = pi*4e−7;
c0 = (e0*u0)^−0.5;
eta0 = (u0/e0)^0.5;
Index_Data = Index_Import('Au_Hagemann.csv', 2);
Refractive_indices = zeros(size(Index_Data,1),2);
Refractive_indices(:,1) = c0./(Index_Data(:,1).*1e−6).*2*pi;
Refractive_indices(:,2) = Index_Data(:,2) + 1i*Index_Data(:,3);
Imported_er = Refractive_indices;
Imported_er(:,2) = Refractive_indices(:,2).^2;
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

%Incident signal definition
lambda_c_p = 550e−9;
fc_p = c0/lambda_c_p;
wc_p = fc_p*2*pi;

%Angular carrier frequency

sigma_p = 1/fc_p;

%Parameter of Gaussian pulse

duration = 300*sigma_p; %Duration of input signal
amp = 1;
peaktime = 50*sigma_p;
ts_p = 1/(10*fc_p);

%Time of signal peak

t = 0:ts_p:(duration);

%Time variable

%Sampling period

U_inc_p = sigma_p*pi^0.5*(1+exp(−(wc_p*sigma_p)^2))/(2*eta0);
%Input Signal
sigin = amp*cos(wc_p*(t−peaktime)).*exp(−(t−peaktime).^2./(2*sigma_p
^2));

27
28
29
30
31

%Amplitude of incident signal

%Time domain

m = 0:1:(length(sigin)−1);
w_p = 2*pi*m/duration;
X_p = conj(fft(sigin));

%Incident frequencies in lab frame

%indices = find(abs(X_p(2:ceil(length(X_p)/2))) > max(abs(X_p))/250)
;

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

indices = 2:1:ceil(length(X_p)/2);
%Direction of scattered signal in lab frame
Ntheta = 41;
Nphi = 64; phi_incr = 2*pi/Nphi;
n = (Ntheta − 1)/2;
tol = 1e−9;
[x,w1,w2] = kronrod(n,tol);
theta_kron = zeros(1,2*n+1); weight_Kronrod = theta_kron;
weight_Gauss = theta_kron;

41 theta_kron(1:(n+1)) = acos(x);
42 weight_Kronrod(1:(n+1)) = w1;
43 weight_Gauss(1:(n+1)) = w2;
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

for i = 1:1:n
theta_kron(n+1+i)=acos(−x(n+1−i));
weight_Kronrod(n+1+i) = w1(n+1−i);
weight_Gauss(n+1+i) = w2(n+1−i);
end
phi_kron = (0:1:(Nphi−1))*phi_incr;
E0_p = [1;0;0];
qi_p = [0;0;1];

%Polarization of incident wave in lab frame
%Direction of incident wave in lab frame

qi_p = qi_p./norm(qi_p);
ur = 1;

%Ensure that k_p is a unit vector

%Nonmagnetic material

u1 = ur*u0;
N = 40;

%Number of terms in solution

n = 1:1:N;

%Indices for solution terms

an_w = zeros(length(n),length(indices));

bn_w = an_w;

v_beta = [0;0;−1]*(−0.9:0.02:0.9);
a_list = (1:1:50).*5e−9;
area_list = pi*a_list.^2;

%Sphere radius;

IncidentEnergy_list = U_inc_p.*area_list;
W_sca_p = zeros(size(v_beta,2),length(a_list));

W_sca = W_sca_p;

W_abs = W_sca_p; W_abs_p = W_sca_p;

66 W_ext = W_sca_p; W_ext_p = W_sca_p; W_sca_p_Gauss = W_sca_p;
W_sca_p_phi_err = W_sca_p;

67 C_sca = W_sca_p; C_ext = W_sca_p; C_abs = W_sca_p; C_ext_p = W_sca_p
;

68 Q_abs_p = W_sca_p; Q_ext_p = W_sca_p; Q_sca_p = W_sca_p;
Q_sca_p_Gauss = W_sca_p;

69 Q_sca_p_phi_err = W_sca_p;
70 DelEk = W_sca_p;
71 C_abs_w = zeros(size(X_p)); C_sca_w = zeros(size(X_p)); C_ext_w =
zeros(size(X_p));

72 C_ext_w_f = C_ext_w;
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73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

mom_sca = zeros(3,size(v_beta,2),length(a_list));
mom_sca_p = mom_sca;

Delp = mom_sca;

E_theta_r = zeros(size(w_p));
E_phi_r = zeros(size(w_p));
for i_a = 1:1:length(a_list)
a = a_list(i_a)
area = area_list(i_a);

IncidentEnergy = IncidentEnergy_list(i_a

);

81 for m = 1:1:size(v_beta,2)
82
83
v = v_beta(:,m)*c0;
84
beta = norm(v)/c0;
85
gamma = (1−beta.^2).^−0.5;
86
[L, L_inv] = Lorentz(v);
87
qi = (L*qi_p−gamma*v/c0)/(gamma*(1−qi_p'*v/c0));
88
psi = gamma*(1−qi_p'*v/c0);
89
w = psi*w_p;
90
ts = ts_p /psi;
91
E0 = gamma*(L_inv*E0_p + cross(v,cross(qi_p,E0_p)/c0));

%

Incident polarization in lab frame

92

X = norm(E0)*X_p;

%Frequency−domain signal in sphere's

frame

93

%Now, convert to a reference frame in which the incident signal
is x_r

94
95

%polarized and traveling the z_r direction by rotation
xr_axis = E0/norm(E0);

%Determine the axes of the rotated

system

96
97
98

zr_axis = qi/norm(qi);
[Rf,Rb] = RotOp(xr_axis,zr_axis);
er_w = interp1(Imported_er(:,1),Imported_er(:,2),w(indices),'
pchip');

99
100

e1_w = er_w.*e0;
k0_w = w(indices).*(u0*e0).^0.5;
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101
102
103
104
105

k1_w = w(indices).*(u1.*e1_w).^0.5;
En_w = X(indices).'*((2*n+1)./(n.*(n+1)));
for j = 1:1:length(indices)
e1 = e1_w(j);
an_w(:,j) = −(((e0*u1)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k0_w(j)*a,n,0,1).*
AltSphBess(k1_w(j)*a,n,1,1) − ...

106

(u0*e1)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k1_w(j)*a,n,0,1).*AltSphBess(k0_w(j
)*a,n,1,1))./...

107

((u0*e1)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k1_w(j)*a,n,0,1).*AltSphBess(k0_w(
j)*a,n,1,3) − ...

108

(u1*e0)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k0_w(j)*a,n,0,3).*AltSphBess(k1_w(j
)*a,n,1,1)));

109
110
111

bn_w(:,j) = −( ((u1*e0)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k1_w(j)*a,n,0,1).*
AltSphBess(k0_w(j)*a,n,1,1) ...

−(u0*e1)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k0_w(j)*a,n,0,1).*AltSphBess(k1_w(
j)*a,n,1,1))./...

112

(−(u1*e0)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k1_w(j)*a,n,0,1).*AltSphBess(k0_w
(j)*a,n,1,3) ...

113

+(u0*e1)^0.5.*AltSphBess(k0_w(j)*a,n,0,3).*AltSphBess(k1_w(
j)*a,n,1,1)));

114
end
115 for i_theta = 1:1:Ntheta
116
theta_s_p = theta_kron(i_theta);
117 for i_phi = 1:1:Nphi
118
phi_s_p = phi_kron(i_phi);
119
qs_p = [sin(theta_s_p).*cos(phi_s_p);sin(theta_s_p).*sin(
phi_s_p);cos(theta_s_p)];

120

qs = (L*qs_p−gamma*v/c0)/(gamma*(1−qs_p'*v/c0));

%

Scattered direction in object frame

121
122

qs_r = Rf*qs;
phi_s_r = atan2(qs_r(2),qs_r(1));

%Scattered signal angles

in

123

theta_s_r = acos(qs_r(3));
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%rotated frame

124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

[zeta,tau] = zeta_tau(theta_s_r,N);
for j = 1:1:length(indices)
an = an_w(:,j).';
bn = bn_w(:,j).';
k0 = k0_w(j);
En = En_w(j,:);
if i_theta == 1 && i_phi ==1
C_sca_w(indices(j)) = 2*pi/(k0^2)*(2.*n+1)*(abs(an).^2+abs(bn)
.^2).';

132
133
134
135
136

C_ext_w(indices(j)) = 2*pi/(k0^2)*(2.*n+1)*(real(an+bn)).';
C_abs_w(indices(j)) = C_ext_w(indices(j))− C_sca_w(indices(j));
end
E_theta_r(indices(j)) = (1i*cos(phi_s_r)/k0)*(En*(an.*tau+bn.*
zeta).');

137

E_phi_r(indices(j)) = (−1i*sin(phi_s_r)/k0)*(En*(an.*zeta + bn.*
tau).');

138
139
140

end
E_theta_r(length(E_theta_r)−indices+2)= conj(E_theta_r(indices))
;

141
142
143
144
145
146
147

E_phi_r(length(E_phi_r)−indices+2)= conj(E_phi_r(indices));
sigout_theta = ifft(conj(E_theta_r));
sigout_phi = ifft(conj(E_phi_r));
psi_p = gamma*(1+qs.'*v/c0);
U_sca = sum(sigout_theta.^2 + sigout_phi.^2)*ts/eta0;
U_sca_p = psi_p^3*U_sca;
mom_sca_p(:,m,i_a) = mom_sca_p(:,m,i_a) + U_sca_p*qs_p*
weight_Kronrod(i_theta)*2*pi/Nphi/c0;

148

W_sca_p(m,i_a) = W_sca_p(m,i_a) + U_sca_p * weight_Kronrod(
i_theta)*2*pi/Nphi;

149

W_sca_p_Gauss(m,i_a) = W_sca_p_Gauss(m,i_a) + U_sca_p *
weight_Gauss(i_theta)*2*pi/Nphi;
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W_sca_p_phi_err(m,i_a) =W_sca_p_phi_err(m,i_a) + U_sca_p *
weight_Kronrod(i_theta)*4*pi/Nphi*mod(i_phi,2);

150

151 end
152 end
153
154 C_sca(m,i_a) = sum(2*C_sca_w.*abs(X).^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X)))/(
U_inc_p*psi);

155 C_ext(m,i_a) = sum(2*C_ext_w.*abs(X).^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X)))/(
U_inc_p*psi);

156 C_abs(m,i_a) = sum(2*C_abs_w.*abs(X).^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X)))/(
U_inc_p*psi);

157
158
159
160
161
162

W_abs(m,i_a) = sum(2*C_abs_w.*abs(X).^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X_p)));
W_ext(m,i_a) = sum(2*C_ext_w.*abs(X).^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X_p)));
W_sca(m,i_a) = sum(2*C_sca_w.*abs(X).^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X_p)));
W_abs_p(m,i_a) = W_abs(m,i_a)/psi;
Delp(:,m,i_a) = U_inc_p*C_sca(m,i_a)/c0*qi_p − mom_sca_p(:,m,i_a);
DelEk(m,i_a) = −gamma*(beta)*c0*Delp(3,m,i_a)*(gamma^2*beta^2+1)
^(−0.5);

163
164
165
166
167
168
169

end
end
C_sca_p = W_sca_p./U_inc_p;
C_sca_p_Gauss = W_sca_p_Gauss./U_inc_p;
C_sca_p_phi_err = W_sca_p_phi_err./U_inc_p;
C_abs_p = W_abs_p./U_inc_p;
C_ext_p = C_ext;

%Use this when not directly computing C_ext_p from

the optical theorem

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177

W_ext_p = C_ext_p.*U_inc_p;
W_mech_p = W_ext_p − W_sca_p − W_abs_p;
for i_a = 1:1:length(a_list)
area = area_list(i_a);
Q_sca_p(:,i_a) = C_sca_p(:,i_a)./area;
Q_abs_p(:,i_a) = C_abs_p(:,i_a)./area;
Q_ext_p(:,i_a) = C_ext_p(:,i_a)./area;
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178 Q_sca_p_Gauss(:,i_a) = C_sca_p_Gauss(:,i_a)./area;
179 Q_sca_p_phi_err(:,i_a) = C_sca_p_phi_err(:,i_a)./area;
180 end

A.2 Program to Compute Scattered Signals from Uniformly Translating, Concentrically Layered Sphere
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

%Basic constants
e0 = 8.854e−12;
mu0 = pi*4e−7;
c0 = (e0*mu0)^−0.5;
eta0 = (mu0/e0)^0.5;

%Incident signal definition
lambda_c_p = 10e−6;
fc_p = c0/lambda_c_p;
%fc_p = 5.45e14;

%Carrier frequency

wc_p = fc_p*2*pi;

%Angular carrier frequency

sigma_p = 1/fc_p;

%Parameter of Gaussian pulse

duration = 300*sigma_p; %Duration of input signal
amp = 1;

%Amplitude of incident signal

peaktime = 50*sigma_p;
ts_p = 1/(10*fc_p);

%Time of signal peak

t = 0:ts_p:(duration);

%Time variable

%Sampling period

U_inc_p = sigma_p*pi^0.5*(1+exp(−(wc_p*sigma_p)^2))/(2*eta0);
%Input Signal
sigin = amp*cos(wc_p*(t−peaktime)).*exp(−(t−peaktime).^2./(2*sigma_p
^2));

%Time domain

22
23 m = 0:1:(length(sigin)−1);
24 w_p = 2*pi*m/duration;
25 X_p = conj(fft(sigin));

%Incident frequencies in lab frame
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

indices = find(abs(X_p(2:ceil(length(X_p)/2))) > max(abs(X_p))/250);

%Direction of scattered signals in lab frame
Ntheta = 41;
Nphi = 32; phi_incr = 2*pi/Nphi;
n = (Ntheta − 1)/2;
tol = 1e−9;
[x,w1,w2] = kronrod(n,tol);
theta_kron = zeros(1,2*n+1); weight_Kronrod = theta_kron;
weight_Gauss = theta_kron;
theta_kron(1:(n+1)) = acos(x);
weight_Kronrod(1:(n+1)) = w1;
weight_Gauss(1:(n+1)) = w2;
for i = 1:1:n
theta_kron(n+1+i)=acos(−x(n+1−i));
weight_Kronrod(n+1+i) = w1(n+1−i);
weight_Gauss(n+1+i) = w2(n+1−i);
end
phi_kron = (0:1:(Nphi−1))*phi_incr;
E0_p = [1;0;0];

%Polarization of incident wave in lab frame

qi_p = [0;0;1];

%Direction of incident wave in lab frame

qi_p = qi_p./norm(qi_p);
ur1 = 1; ur2 = 1;
u1 = ur1*mu0;

%Ensure that k_p is a unit vector
%Nonmagnetic materials

u2 = ur2*mu0;

N = 40;

%Number of terms in solution

n = 1:1:N;

%Indices for solution terms

an_w = zeros(length(n),length(indices));
an_w; Bn_w = an_w;

53
54
55
56
57

v_beta = [0;0;−1]*(−0.9:0.02:0.9);
r = [171;174;177]*1e−9;
Layers = length(r);
area = pi*r(Layers).^2;
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bn_w = an_w; An_w =

58 MaterialFiles = {'olmg50_Dorschner.csv',1,'Magnetite_Triaud.csv'};
59 IncidentEnergy = U_inc_p.*area;
60
61 W_sca_p = zeros(size(v_beta,2),1); W_sca = W_sca_p; W_abs = W_sca_p
; W_abs_p = W_sca_p;

62 W_ext = W_sca_p; W_ext_p = W_sca_p; W_sca_p_Gauss = W_sca_p;
W_sca_p_phi_err = W_sca_p;

63 C_sca = W_sca_p; C_ext = W_sca_p; C_abs = W_sca_p; C_ext_p = W_sca_p
;

64 Q_abs_p = W_sca_p; Q_ext_p = W_sca_p; Q_sca_p = W_sca_p;
Q_sca_p_Gauss = W_sca_p;

65 Q_sca_p_phi_err = W_sca_p;
66 DelEk = W_sca_p;
67 C_abs_w = zeros(length(X_p),size(v_beta,2)); C_sca_w = C_abs_w;
C_ext_w = C_abs_w;

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

C_ext_w_f = C_ext_w;
E_theta_r = zeros(size(w_p));
E_phi_r = zeros(size(w_p));
for m = 1:1:size(v_beta,2)
vel = v_beta(:,m)*c0;
beta = norm(vel)/c0;
gamma = (1−beta.^2).^−0.5;
[L, L_inv] = Lorentz(vel);
qi = (L*qi_p−gamma*vel/c0)/(gamma*(1−qi_p'*vel/c0));
psi = gamma*(1−qi_p'*vel/c0);
w = psi*w_p;
ts = ts_p /psi;
E0 = gamma*(L_inv*E0_p + cross(vel,cross(qi_p,E0_p)/c0));

%

Incident polarization in lab frame

82

X = norm(E0)*X_p;

%Frequency−domain signal in sphere's

frame

83

%Now, convert to a reference frame in which the incident signal
is x_r

95

84
85

%polarized and traveling the z_r direction by rotation
xr_axis = E0/norm(E0);

%Determine the axes of the rotated

system

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

zr_axis = qi/norm(qi);
[Rf,Rb] = RotOp(xr_axis,zr_axis);
er_w = ones(length(indices),Layers+1);
mur_w = ones(size(er_w));

i1 = 1;
for i = 1:1:Layers
if ischar(MaterialFiles{i}) == 1
Index_Data = Index_Import(MaterialFiles{i}, 2);
Refractive_indices = zeros(size(Index_Data,1),2);
Refractive_indices(:,1) = c0./(Index_Data(:,1).*1e−6).*2*pi;
Refractive_indices(:,2) = Index_Data(:,2) + 1i*Index_Data
(:,3);
Imported_er = Refractive_indices;

99
100
101

Imported_er(:,2) = Refractive_indices(:,2).^2;
er_w(:,i1) = interp1(Imported_er(:,1),Imported_er(:,2),w(
indices),'pchip');

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

else
er_w(:,i1) = MaterialFiles{i};
end
i1 = i1+1;
end
mu_w = mur_w*mu0;
e_w = er_w*e0;
N = 40;

%Number of terms in solution

n = 1:1:N;

%Indices for solution terms

S = zeros(length(indices),N,Layers);
k = (w(indices).').*(e_w.*mu0).^0.5;
u = k(:,1:Layers).*r.';

96

Rsn = S; Rtn = Rsn; T = S;

115 v = k(:,2:1:(Layers+1)).*r.';
116 Nj = k./k(:,Layers+1);
117 an_w = zeros(length(indices),length(n)); bn_w = an_w;
118
119
En_w = X(indices).'*((2*n+1)./(n.*(n+1)));
120
121
for i = 1:1:Layers
122
for j = 1:1:length(indices)
123
Rsn(j,:,i) = (AltSphBess(u(j,i),n,1,1) + AltSphBess(u(j,i),n
,1,2).*S(j,:,i)) ...

124

./ (AltSphBess(u(j,i),n,0,1) + AltSphBess(u(j,i),n,0,2)
.*S(j,:,i));

125

Rtn(j,:,i) = (AltSphBess(u(j,i),n,1,1) + AltSphBess(u(j,i),n
,1,2).*T(j,:,i)) ...

126

./ (AltSphBess(u(j,i),n,0,1) + AltSphBess(u(j,i),n,0,2)
.*T(j,:,i));
S(j,:,i+1) = −(mu_w(j,i+1)*Nj(j,i).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,1,1)

127

− ...
mu_w(j,i)*Nj(j,i+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,0,1).*Rsn(j,:,i

128

)) ./ ...
(mu_w(j,i+1)*Nj(j,i).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,1,2) − ...

129
130

mu_w(j,i)*Nj(j,i+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,0,2).*Rsn(j,:,i
));
T(j,:,i+1) = −(mu_w(j,i)*Nj(j,i+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,1,1)

131

− ...
132

mu_w(j,i+1)*Nj(j,i).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,0,1).*Rtn(j,:,i

133
134

(mu_w(j,i)*Nj(j,i+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,1,2) − ...
mu_w(j,i+1)*Nj(j,i).*AltSphBess(v(j,i),n,0,2).*Rtn(j,:,i

)) ./ ...

));

135
136
137
138

end
end

for j = 1:1:length(indices)
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139

an_w(j,:) = (mu_w(j,Layers+1)*Nj(j,Layers).*AltSphBess(v(j,

140

mu_w(j,Layers)*Nj(j,Layers+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,Layers),n,0,1)

141

.*Rsn(j,:,Layers)) ./ ...
_
(mu w(j,Layers+1)*Nj(j,Layers).*AltSphBess(v(j,Layers),n

142

mu_w(j,Layers)*Nj(j,Layers+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,Layers),n,0,3)

143

.*Rsn(j,:,Layers));
bn_w(j,:) = (mu_w(j,Layers)*Nj(j,Layers+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,

Layers),n,1,1) − ...

,1,3) − ...

Layers),n,1,1) − ...

144

mu_w(j,Layers+1)*Nj(j,Layers).*AltSphBess(v(j,Layers),n,0,1)

145

.*Rtn(j,:,Layers)) ./ ...
(mu_w(j,Layers)*Nj(j,Layers+1).*AltSphBess(v(j,Layers),n
,1,3) − ...

146

mu_w(j,Layers+1)*Nj(j,Layers).*AltSphBess(v(j,Layers),n,0,3)

147

.*Rtn(j,:,Layers));
C_sca_w(j,m) = 2*pi/(k(j,Layers+1)^2)*(2.*n+1)*(abs(an_w(j
,:)).^2+abs(bn_w(j,:)).^2).';

148

C_ext_w(j,m) = 2*pi/(k(j,Layers+1)^2)*(2.*n+1)*(real(an_w(j
,:)+bn_w(j,:))).';

149
C_abs_w(j,m) = C_ext_w(j,m)−C_sca_w(j,m);
150
end
151 for i_theta = 1:1:Ntheta
152
theta_s_p = theta_kron(i_theta);
153 for i_phi = 1:1:Nphi
154
phi_s_p = phi_kron(i_phi);
155
qs_p = [sin(theta_s_p).*cos(phi_s_p);sin(theta_s_p).*sin(
phi_s_p);cos(theta_s_p)];

156

qs = (L*qs_p−gamma*vel/c0)/(gamma*(1−qs_p'*vel/c0));

%

Scattered direction in object frame

157
158

qs_r = Rf*qs;
phi_s_r = atan2(qs_r(2),qs_r(1));

%Scattered signal angles

in

159

theta_s_r = acos(qs_r(3));
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%rotated frame

160
161
162
163
164
165
166

[zeta,tau] = zeta_tau(theta_s_r,N);
for j = 1:1:length(indices)
an = an_w(j,:);
bn = bn_w(j,:);
k0 = k(j,Layers+1);
En = En_w(j,:);
E_theta_r(indices(j)) = (1i*cos(phi_s_r)/k0)*(En*(an.*tau+bn.*
zeta).');

167

E_phi_r(indices(j)) = (−1i*sin(phi_s_r)/k0)*(En*(an.*zeta + bn.*
tau).');

168
169
170

end
E_theta_r(length(E_theta_r)−indices+2)= conj(E_theta_r(indices))
;

171
172
173
174
175
176
177

E_phi_r(length(E_phi_r)−indices+2)= conj(E_phi_r(indices));
sigout_theta = ifft(conj(E_theta_r));
sigout_phi = ifft(conj(E_phi_r));
psi_p = gamma*(1+qs.'*vel/c0);
U_sca = sum(sigout_theta.^2 + sigout_phi.^2)*ts/eta0;
U_sca_p = psi_p^3*U_sca;
W_sca_p(m) = W_sca_p(m) + U_sca_p * weight_Kronrod(i_theta)*2*pi
/Nphi;

178

W_sca_p_Gauss(m) = W_sca_p_Gauss(m) + U_sca_p * weight_Gauss(
i_theta)*2*pi/Nphi;

179

W_sca_p_phi_err(m) =W_sca_p_phi_err(m) + U_sca_p *
weight_Kronrod(i_theta)*4*pi/Nphi*mod(i_phi,2);

180 end
181 end
182
183 C_sca(m) = sum(2*C_sca_w(:,m).*(abs(X).').^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X)))
/(U_inc_p*psi);

184 C_ext(m) = sum(2*C_ext_w(:,m).*(abs(X).').^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X)))
/(U_inc_p*psi);
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185 C_abs(m) = sum(2*C_abs_w(:,m).*(abs(X).').^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X)))
/(U_inc_p*psi);

186 W_abs(m) = sum(2*C_abs_w(:,m).*(abs(X).').^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X_p)
));

187 W_ext(m) = sum(2*C_ext_w(:,m).*(abs(X).').^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X_p)
));

188 W_sca(m) = sum(2*C_sca_w(:,m).*(abs(X).').^2 *ts / (eta0*length(X_p)
));

189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

W_abs_p(m) = W_abs(m)/psi;
end
C_sca_p = W_sca_p./U_inc_p;
C_sca_p_Gauss = W_sca_p_Gauss./U_inc_p;
C_sca_p_phi_err = W_sca_p_phi_err./U_inc_p;
C_abs_p = W_abs_p./U_inc_p;
C_ext_p = C_ext;

%Use this when not directly computing C_ext_p from

the optical theorem

197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206

W_ext_p = C_ext_p.*U_inc_p;
W_mech_p = W_ext_p − W_sca_p − W_abs_p;
Q_sca_p = C_sca_p./area;
Q_abs_p = C_abs_p./area;
Q_ext_p = C_ext_p./area;
Q_sca_p_Gauss = C_sca_p_Gauss./area;
Q_sca_p_phi_err = C_sca_p_phi_err./area;
Q_sca_w = C_sca_w/area;
Q_abs_w = C_abs_w/area;
Q_ext_w = C_ext_w/area;
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Appendix B|
Scattering by a Classical Electron
I computed the signal backscattered from a classical electron advancing directly
toward or receding directly from the source of the incident signal; that is,
v = βcẑ 0 , β ∈ (−1, 1).

(B.1)

I compared results of the frame-hopping method and results from direct computation
in K 0 . The classical electron is treated as a point charge with mass me and charge
qe moving with uniform velocity v in K 0 . To determine the electric and magnetic
fields of the scattered signals, I first found the acceleration of the electron due to the
electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal. I then used the Liénard-Wiechart
potentials to find the scattered fields from the electron’s velocity and acceleration.
Note that the computations in this appendix are purely deterministic and ignore
any quantum-mechanical effects.

B.1 Direct Computation of Scattering in K 0
In K 0 , the far-zone scattered fields from a point charge are [35, Eq. (14.14)]
0
0
qe
q̂sca
× [(q̂sca
− v/c) × a(t0ret )]
=
0 /c)3 )r 0
4π0 c2
(1 − v • q̂sca
0
q̂ 0 × E sca (r 0 , t0 )
0
B0sca (q̂sca
; r 0 , t0 ) = sca
,
c

(

0
E 0sca (q̂sca
; r 0 , t0 )
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)

(B.2a)
(B.2b)

where a(t0ret ) is the acceleration of the charge at the retarded time t0ret . Note
that it is assumed that the acceleration is small enough that the velocity may be
approximated as constant. As with the other computations in this dissertation, it
0
is also assumed that the direction q̂sca
may be approximated as constant over the
duration of the pulse scattering. The retarded time is
t0ret =

t0 − r0 /c
,
1 + |v| cos(π − ξ 0 )/c

(B.3)

0
where ξ 0 is the angle between q̂sca
and v.
The acceleration of the electron in K is equal to the sum of the accelerations
individually due to the electric and magnetic forces on the charge; thus,

0

a

(t0ret )

0
0
E 0inc (rret
, t0ret ) + v × B0inc (rret
, t0ret )
= qe
,
me γ

(B.4)

0
= vt0ret = ẑ 0 βct0ret .
where the time-retarded location of the electron rret
With the electric and magnetic fields of the incident signal given by Eqs. (2.6),
the acceleration of the charge is

0

a

(t0ret )

0
i
•
qe f [(1 − q̂inc
v/c)t0ret ]
v h 0
0
0
× Êinc
=
Êinc
+ × q̂inc
me γ
c
0
qe (1 − β)f [(1 − β) tret ]
.
= x̂0
mγ





(B.5)

Substitution of the right side of Eq. (B.5) into Eq. (B.2a) yields the electric field of
the backscattered signal as
E 0sca (−ẑ 0 ; r 0 , t0 )

= −x̂

[(1 − β)t0ret ]
1−β
2
4π0 me γc
(1 + β)2 r0

2
0 qe f

"

#

(B.6)

for the special case of v = βcẑ 0 .

B.2 Computation of Scattering by Frame Hopping
The electric and magnetic fields of the signals scattered by the electron may also
be computed usign the frame-hopping method. First, the electric and magnetic
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fields are expressed in K by Eqs. (2.7), yielding
E inc = x̂ψf



t−

z
ψ .
c




(B.7)

In K, the electron’s speed is zero, except for the negligible component due to the
incident field, and its acceleration in K is therefore
a(tret ) = x̂

qe ψf (ψtret )
,
me

(B.8)

where the retarded time in K is
r
tret = t − .
c

(B.9)

The electric field of the backscattered signal in K is
E sca (−ẑ; r, t) = −x̂

qe2 ψf (ψtret )
4π0 me c2 r

(B.10)

The electric field of the scattered signal is expressed in K 0 using Eqs. (2.15) and
(2.16) to yield
E 0sca (−ẑ 0 ; r 0 , t0 ) = −x̂

q 2 ψψ 02 f
0 e

h

r0
c
c2 r 0

t0 −

4π0 me



ψψ 0

i

.

(B.11)

B.3 Comparison of Frame Hopping with Direct Computation in K 0
It remains to show that the the backscattered scattered signals are identical
whether computed using the frame-hopping method or directly in K 0 . First consider the argument of the function f in Eq. (B.6). The frame-hopping method
yields f [(t0 − r0 /c)ψ 0 ψ]. The direct computation in the laboratory frame yields
0
•
f [(1 − q̂inc
v/c)t0ret ]. From Eq. (2.8a), the argument f computed by the framehopping method is
q̂ 0 • v
(t0 − r0 /c)ψψ 0 = (t0 − r0 /c) 1 − inc
γψ 0 .
c
!
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(B.12)

As the Doppler parameter from K 0 to K of a scattered signal propagating in the
0
q̂sca
direction in K 0 must equal ψ 0−1 in that direction,
ψ0 =

1
(1 −

0
q̂sca

•

v/c) γ

.

(B.13)

Substitution of the right side of Eq. (B.13) into Eq. (B.12) yields
0
•
v/c
1 − q̂inc
0
•
(t0 − r0 /c) = (1 − q̂inc
v/c) t0ret ,
0
1 − q̂sca • v/c

!

0

0

0

(t − r /c)ψψ =

(B.14)

and both computation methods yield the same argument of the function f in the
scattered signal.
Next, I examined the amplitude of the scattered electric field derived from each
solution method. After canceling like factors, it was necessary to show that
A=

1−β
(1 + β)2 γ

(B.15)

from direct computation is equal to
B = ψψ 02

(B.16)

from the frame-hopping method. Subsituting in the right sides of Eqs. (2.8a) and
(B.13) into B.16 yields
B=

1−β
(1 − β)3
=
= A;
2
3/2
(1 − β )
(1 + β)2 γ

(B.17)

thus, the frame-hopping method yields the same result as direct computation in
K 0.
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Appendix C|
Scattering by an Infinitely Conducting Sphere
I computed the scattering pattern of an infinitely conducting sphere translating
with uniform speed and compared the results with those of Shiozawa [20]. In
contrast to the bulk of the work in this dissertation, I used a time-harmonic plane
wave as the incident field rather than a time-limited signal. Note that the scattered
fields are not themselves time harmonic unless v = 0 [36]. However, they may be
approximated as time harmonic over a period of time when the scattering object is
near the origin. I computed the time-averaged magnitude of the Poynting vector
(|e0sca |2 /2η0 ) of the scattered fields from an infinitely conducting metal sphere with
radius a = 0.01λ0inc at rest, where λ0inc is the wavelength of the incident planewave in
K 0 . I used the Lorentz–Mie series solution for the computation. The incident plane
wave in K 0 was taken to travel in the ẑ 0 direction with its electric field aligned with
the x0 axis. Figure C.1 shows the time-averaged magnitude of the Poynting vector
normalized such that the maximum value is unity vs. θ0 for v ∈ 0, 0.1cẑ 0 , 0.3cẑ 0 .
This may be compared with Fig. 3 of Shiozawa [20], which is reproduced in Fig. C.2.
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Figure C.1: Normalized time-averaged magnitude of scatteredfield Poynting vector (|e0sca |2 /2η0 ) of an infinitely conducting
metal sphere of radius a = λ0inc plotted as a function of θ0 for
v = βcẑ 0 .
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Figure C.2: Normalized time-averaged magnitude of scatteredfield Poynting vector (|e0sca |2 /2η0 ) of an electrically small, infinitely conducting metal sphere taken from [20, Fig. 3].
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